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On October 1 2008, Professor Nimi Dimkpa Briggs a successful Physic an Admi istrator
Sold er and Knight of the Anglican Communion, was honored as a Patriarch of Art T e 
award ng body was The Society of Nigerian Artists, [SNA], and the venue was the prestig ous 
e Mer den Hotel, Ogeyi Place Port Harcourt. The questions then on many lips were: "How 

come a square peg n a round hole?" What could be the relationship between Health care
Management Soldiering, Religion and the Arts? The answers to these questions are 
documented and also on visual display today as we celebrate the formal end of the 
distinguished academic career of an icon

ARTISTRY 
n Fine Art circ es portfolios and exhib tions re displayed with the aim of communicating 

s gnificant messages to members of the public. They are, often times an attempt to ook 
retrospective y at one's work and off r a broad view of past achievements abi ities
exceptional accomplishments, and a record of progress from the beginning up to the 
present
Accord ng to Jennifer Wilner, the purpose of an exhibition is to disp ay all your talents and 
strengths and f aunt everything you can do." I am therefore p eased and honored to publ sh 
and curate this exhibition with the theme Celebrating Nimi Dimpka Briggs-'Coat of many 
colors'. 
T is is to commemorate his contribution to the appreciation of Art and his achievements 
and anagerial excellence both as a renowned medical practitione and as an 
administrator

THE EXHIBITION 
s un que exh bition depicts little moments of Nimi's ife over several decades It is a 

def ni ive expos on of he fulfilled l fe and career of a man who is a combination of several 
charac ers ed nto one distinctive personality: a seasoned educator a professor of 
Obs etrics and Gy eco ogy a ormer vice chancellor, a National Award winner, a definite 
force n the polit cal s ere and pride to the Kalabari Kingdom a Knight and one-time officer 
. sed of sua images, th s exposition por ays a life ime of 
excel ence hrou e p q es fami y photos, Tributes, com issioned works, and 
a xc ti g and u que f e a cost mes
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INSPIRATION 
Professor Nimi Dimkpa Briggs' inspirational achievements in life have served as the muse 
that birthed this concept. By today's display, I imply that he has not only made positive, 
enduring and excellent contributions to the health care industry in this country but has also 
motivated and affected the lives of generations in various other ways. 

In the cause of his career, Professor Briggs uplifted the image of Art in the University of Port 
Harcourt. Many works exhibited in two-dimensional forms, such as portraits of great 
Nigerian and European University awardees, were commissioned for execution during his 
tenure as the Vice-Chancellor of the University. The administrative offices and indeed the 
en ire university environment, were beautified with flowers, paintings and sculptural pieces. 
By this, Nimi Briggs demonstrated that Art installed in public facilities enhances social well 
being, peace and harmony and increases productivity. 

Consequently, and inspired by such vision, I hope that in bringing together the fields of the 
visual arts and healthcare today through photography, I can also convey the message of art as 
a catalyst to being well. This is in an attempt to promote the use of visual ar o improve the 
quality of life for patients and to hasten recovery process.

 I applaud and appreciate the rich vision of Professor Nimi Dimkpa Briggs who over many 
decades, preserved the treasures on display as concrete evidence of his experiences and 
journey through life. I hereby present to you the theme of today's occasion in two- and three- 
dimensional exhibits: a chronological visual history of the career of this academic guru 
together with the artistic traditions of his Niger Delta or gin. A few of the letters and tr butes 
of well wishers bear reproduction

The exhibit, which gives room for academic and social commentaries, comprises twenty five 
certificates and one hundred and thirty eight intimate but interesting photos hat 
demonstrate the basic truth of the relationship between Nimi and the world around him 
with n the past ifty four years. I hope it will provide knowledge for researchers, historians 
and generations et unborn. The greatness and pride of our country, Nigeria, is tied to such 
heritage. 

Dr. Bridget Nwanze 
University of Port Harcourt
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The following are a display of 

some acquired certificates over the 

ears as well as documents and 

hotos in celebration of caree

excellence of Nimi Briggs .
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appreciate the artist Dr. Bridget Nwanze who has taken the initiative to organize this 
exhibition and compilation, to highlight the exemplary career of Professor Nirni Briggs. IApart from being a successful medical practitioner, Professor Nimi Briggs became the 

Vice Chancellor who turned the destiny of University of Port Harcourt around from a 
downward to a rising profile. On retirement he has turned his prodigious talents to 
contributing to the political development of Rivers State.
 
I appreciate the artist for recognizing the achievements of Nimi Briggs and his 
pursuitoLexcelience in many fields. I appreciate her specially for following a tradition of 
giVing honour to whom honour is due.
 
Finally I appreciate Professor Nimi Briggs, a man who excelled in the art of 
managing men and resources for the achievement of goals others would have considered 
unattainable. I appreciate him for being attentive to the claims of other individuals, to 
consideration; the human and humane attributes that ultimately define greatness. I pray 
that power and success do not corrupt him; that his example may increase the band of those 
who achieve career excellence without losing the common touch. 

May the Exhibition prove as successful as the career of the man it is 
intended to honour.

 
E.J.ALAGOA. 
Emeritus Professor of History 
Urtivers~l)t of Port Harcourt 
4th February; 2009. 

FOREWORD 

Professor Nimi Briggs: 

Career Excellence Art Exhibition 
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The man Prof. Nimi D. Briggs, is the immediate past Vice-Chancellor of the University of Port 
Harcourt, and Chairman of the Board of University of Benin Teaching Hospital. He is 
currently the chairman of the Rivers State Independent Electoral Commission and a 
Professor of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology. 

Prof. Briggs holds the Rivers State Honor of Justice of the Peace (JP) and National honor of 
Officer Orderofthe Niger (OON). 

This commemorative book of photos introduces to a large audience an academic and 
aesthetic merit of a collection of untapped genre. It also shares important and favorite 
moments in the life of this man. These art pieces in form of certificates, plaques, 
memorabilia, and pictures are discoveries sieved from the very many untapped artifacts 
that lay cold on shelves and cartons in the home of Prof Nimi Briggs. 

Themes captured within the sections are categorized into four - classmates, family and 
friends, memorable days and traditional celebrations. The idea is to select photos that-
include something that is special to Prof. Briggs. Showcasing admired family figures at 
special occasions, school events, and reunion. These help to honor the past. Some of such 
special activities have added to the celebration of memories. They recount adventures and 
milestones from one life stage to the other. It becomes more relevant as he celebrates his 
retirement from the services of The University of Port Harcourt on February 22,2009. 

He kicked off as a young medical doctor sixty five years ago and made such landmark, 
soaring to the position of Vice Chancellor between 10th-July 2000 and 9th July 2QOS.Asa 
man who led the University of Port Harcourt, he had a mission and as such worked tirelessly 
as he successfully placed the University on the global academic map. 

While certificates are to celebrate his accomplishments the photo publication serves as a 
visual compliment to other tributes that seek to integrate variety of approaches to 
celebrating career excellence. This book of expression is expected to inform, educate, 
entertain and further expose 
the importance of art as well as reveal the hidden beauty in Nigerian culture
 
Photos and materials have been grouped in this publication.lt contains tributes by 
personalities like Peter Okebukola, the Executive Secretary National University Commission 
and other essays and poems by various individuals that highlight the life and achievements 
of NimiBriggs. 
                                                        Happy reading and viewing 

Dr. Bridget Nwanze 
Chairperson Society of Nigerian Artists 
Rivers / Baye/sa 

       PRODUCING HISTORY 
(A COMPILATION OF PHOTOS) 
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Ajienka, J. A. 

What is in a name, we often ask, We sense that names are potent and are not 

en accidentally. Human beings are endowed with the abi ity to gi e 

nam . the scriptures, Adam was endowed with the Grace of giving names to 

h And hatsoe er name he gave is what that thing is called Before e c ll 

ur ld en names, the names cur to us the names to be given first strike u

d nd e ibrate in harmony with them in short we like them These name

h h ldren came with which simply ring a bell in us and resound wi h 

ho hich we then voice out

Knowledg reveals that man is what his name says. This is not necessari y 

ing o th name in the language it is given alone but much more. Anyone 

d ho doe not understand the original language in which the name is given ill 

decipher the essence of the name through an understanding of the 

n o the alphabets in the spelling of the name. The forenames speak of 

u bil ties and characteristics and the surname indica es our family connection, 

h l nk u ith our parents and family. 

Nimisoere! Meaning Wisdom is a so a name! What a great Guidance on the part of e

ho able to give his son this name. Nimi the shortened form of his fir t n me means 

k n ow l e d ge ,  w i s d o m .  A n d  a s  m a n  i s  w ~ at  h i s  n a m e  s ays ,  N i m i  i s  

ndo ed ith wisdom and br ad sho ders to bear great responsibilities. 

Dimkpa! Meaning strong man! An outstanding man you canspot from the motley 

d. n Iroko! Again we can see a courageous man a man endowed with 

n th to b ar great responsibilities. 
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imlsoere Dimpka Briggs is the 5th child of the late Rt. Rev. Dimkpa Tobin 

Briqqsand.the first child of Madam Esther Victor TelernaHarry. He had his early 

education at UNA School, Port Harcourt, Nyembni School Abonnema,  Baptist Hiqh N
School Port Harcourt and Governmnet College Umuahia between' 1948 and 1963. 

Thereafter, he was admitted into the Universities of Ibadan and Lagos (the only two 

universities in Nigeria that offered courses in Human Medicine at that time), to study 

Medicine. He also won the Federal Government, Eastern Nigerian Government and Niger 

Delta Special Area Scholarships to study medicine. He elected for the University of Lagos and 

utilized the Federal Government scholarship outof the three he had won. 

He graduated Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery from the University of Lagos in 

July 1969with Distinction in Obstetrics and Gynecology. He won the Cash Prize for the best 

student in Obstetrics and Gynecology and the Gold Medal for the best student in Pediatrics. 

After three years clerkship as a junior doctor at the Lagos University Teaching Hospital, (part 

of which was spent as a Field Captain in the Nigerian Army (Medical Officer) at the peak of 

the Nigerian  civil war), he won the Commonwealth Scholarship and proceeded to the 

United Kingdom to do post graduate work in Obstetrics and Gynaecology at the Royal 

College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, London. There, he first worked at the Chester 

City Hospital and later, at the University of Birmingham Teaching Hospital complexes: He 

obtained the Membership of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, London, 

in November 1974, and returned to Nigeria shortly thereafter. He was appointed Senior 

Registrar in 1975 and after a short while, Lecturer/Consultant'by the Ahamadu Bello 

University, Zaria and its Teaching Hospital. 

In 1980 he transferred his services to the University of Port Harcourt as Seniour Lecturer and 

rose from that level, to Professor in 1990. He was the pioneer Professor and Head of the 

Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology of the College of Health Sciences, and was later 

elected the Provost of the College of Health Sciences of the University. He was a two-time 

acting Vice Chancellor of the University of Port Harcourt (Jan. 1995-Mar. 1996; Jan.2000-July 

2000) before being appointed the Vice Chancellor in July 2000. During his tenure as Vice 

Chancellor, he served as Chairman of the Committee of Vice Chancellors of 

 Jp,KSc,OON 

MB, BS (Lag),MD (Lag), FMCOG(Nig), FWACS, FIGS, FRCOG, FAS. 
Nimi Dimkpa Briggs

CITATION FOR
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Nigerian Federal Universities (CVC) and the Chairman of the Association of Vice Chancellors 

of Nigerian Universities (AVCNU) between 2004 and 2005.In September 2005, after the 

successful completion of his tenure as Vice- Chancellor, he was at the Nigerian Delegation of 

the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), in Paris, 

where he researched on the operations of Universities in Developing Countries. He was 

subsequently appointed Chairman of the Board of the National Hospital, Abuja, between 

2006 and 2007. Professor Briggs has also at various times, served as the Secretary General of 

the Society of Gynaecology and Obstetrics of Nigeria (SOGON), Chairman of the Faculty of 

Obstetrics and Gynaecology of the National Post Graduate Medical College of Nigeria and 

later, Treasurer of the College. He also served as a member of Council of the Association of 

Commonwealth Universities. In 2005, he was elected as one of the two representatives of 

the Nigerian University System at the National Political Reform Conference; besides, he was 

a member of the Working Group for Nigeria in the African Peer Review Mechanism for 

NEPAD. Furthermore, he has served as an external examiner to several universities and also 

as an examiner at the various parts of the post graduate examinations of the National Post 

Graduate Medical College and the West African College of Surgeons. Professor Briggs is 

currently the Chairman of the Rivers State Independent Electoral Commission, the Rivers 

State Economic Advisory Council and the interim Chairman of the Rivers State Community 

Foundation, set up by the World Bank. 

As pioneer Head of Department, he commenced the post graduate training programme of 

the department which was the first to be recognized at the University of Port Harcourt 

Teaching Hospital by various accrediting bodies in the country. As Provost of the College of 

Health Sciences, he led the presentation that enabled the Senate of the university to 

approve the Doctor of Medicine Degree programme of the College. As Vice Chancellor, he 

enabled the University of Port Harcourt to attain spectacular and outstanding growth and 

achievements in all aspects of its operations. At various times in his administration, the 

University of Port Harcourt was rated the first based on the quality of its academic 

programmes, its Governing Council the best and its Vice Chancellor (Professor Briggs), the 

second best in the Nigerian University System by the National Universities Commission 

(NUC). As chairman of CVC and AVCNU, he transferred the administrative bases of these 

bodies from Lagos and established them in their present locations in Abuja for better 

efficiency. As Chairman of the Board of the National Hospital Abuja, he ensured thatthe 

hospital established the first ever Invitro Fertilization (Test Tube Baby) Unit in a public Health 

Institution in Nigeria. He received several commendations from the Governing Council of 

the University of Port Harcourt, including one (a plaque) at the end of his tenure as the Vice 

Chancellor for his "Outstanding Achievements as the 5th Vice-Chancellor of the University". 
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Professor Briggs is Fellow of the Institute of Petroleum Studies; Paul Harris 
Fellow Rotary Foundation of Rotary International; Fellow of the National Post 
Graduate Medical College of Nigeria; Fellow of the West African College of 
Surgeons; Fellow of the International College of Surgeons; Fellow of the Royal 
College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists and Fellow of the Nigerian 
Academy of Science. Besides the academic accolades and distinctions, he has 
won several honours. He is a chief of the kedere Community in Rivers State; he 
has a Community Library named after him in Rumuosi, in Akpor Kingdom, also iin Rivers 
State; is a knight of St. Christopher of the Anglican Faith; a Justice of the Peace in Rivers State; 
an Officer of the Order of the Niger of the Federal Republic of Nigeria; a Distinguished 
Alumnus of the University of Lagos as well as its College of Medicine; consultant to 
several organizations and hospitals and an International Adviser to the Annals of Tropical 
Medicine and Parasitology of the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine. 
 

Regarding research and dissemination of knowledge, Professor Briggs has to his credit, 
books, chapters in books, doctorate dissertation by research, public lectures, conference 
papers, publications in newspapers and magazines, core scientific publications in local and 
international peer reviewed journals, and guest lectures. 

Professor Nimi Briggs is married to Lady Data Nimi Briggs (nee Christopher Ogi) and they are 
blessed with three children and four grandchildren. He was born on February 22, 1944, - 65 
years ago yesterday, at a Maternity Home at Bishop Crowther street near Jubilee Park in Port 
Harcourt, Nigeria. 

Presented by 
Professor Blessing Oidia 
Provost 
College of Health Sciences 
University of Port Harcourt. 

Monday February 23,2009
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Arguably, not everyone is born with the same potential to lead well, just like we cannot all be 
great politicians like Barak Obama or great musicians like Rex Lawson. There are few people 
who not only are they born with a streak of leadership, but whom by their endaevours and 
contributions, have continued to develop their leadership effectiveness through practice, 
focus, persistence and humility. We could say that Professor Nimi Briggs as a leader has 
exhibited all these qualities including the motivation to learn, a high achievement drive, 
openness to experience and interestingly, constructive criticism. 

The very essence of leadership is the gift of clear vision and as Theodore M. Hesburgh said 
"you can't blow an uncertain trumpet". Prof. Nimi Briggs' ability to formulate a clear image of 
the aspired future has been reflected in the various assignment he has handled. Not only is 
he credible and fair, he had the remarkable ability to build a team, direct it towards its goal, 
hold the group together, inspire and motivate all to work towards and live up to a collective 
vision anchored in a common goal. These all played out when he took up the mantle of 
leadership as Vice Chancellor when the University of Port Harcourt was in turmoil. He 
understood that he had to change the road map to suite the environment and circumstances 
and finally he achieved the goal of putting the University of Port Harcourt on the right path. 

In managing human resources, Prof. Nimi Briggs was committed to the employment of a 
diverse work force. Regardless of their position or level or gender, those who worked with 
him were treated with dignity as he strived to ensure an atmosphere in which mutual 
respect was shared among all. He had always encouraged open communication within the 
team and issues were handled in an evenhanded and unbiased manner. When it comes to 
career and professional development, he was a big advocate that appropriate training 
should be done in accordance with one's ability. His ultimate aim was for people to have the 
opportunity and development to effectively pursue their work. He sees the good in other 
people and he was generous with praises. For him, people become more productive and 
advance in their careers when they are aware that those in charge are appreciative of their 
contributions. Equally important to Prof. Nimi Briggs was the management of financial and 
material resources available to him at any given time. As a man who lives well within his 
means, he has always set the example of using whatever resources to achieve maximum 
result. His prudence is legendry. Not having enough resources to work with was an 
unacceptable excuse for him. He has given a selfless public service. 

Anyone who knows Prof. Nimi Briggs would be quick to admit that he is a man for whom 
time does not stand still. He is a man who in so many ways has conquered rocrastination. 
He rarely missed appointments or kept people waiting. Time 

PERSPECTIVE Of NIMI BRIGGS 
IN LEADERSHIP 

BY DR. JOHN IKIMALO 
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Arguably, not everyone is born with the same potential to lead well, just like we cannot all be 
great politicians like Barak Obama or great musicians like Rex Lawson. There are few people 
who not only are they born with a streak of leadership, but whom by their endaevours and 
contributions, have continued to develop their leadership effectiveness through practice, 
focus, persistence and humility. We could say that Professor Nimi Briggs as a leader has 
exhibited all these qualities including the motivation to learn, a high achievement drive, 
openness to experience and interestingly, constructive criticism. 

The very essence of leadership is the gift of clear vision and as Theodore M. 
Hesburgh said "you can't blow an uncertain trumpet". Prof. Nimi Briggs' ability to 
formulate a clear image of the aspired future has been reflected in the various 
assignment he has handled. Not only is he credible and fair, he had the remarkable ability to 
build a team, direct it towards its goal, hold the group together, inspire and motivate all to 
work towards and live up to a collective vision anchored in a common goal. These all played 
out when he took up the mantle of leadership as Vice Chancellor when the University of Port 
Harcourt was in turmoil. He understood that he had tochanqe the road map to suite the 
environment and circumstances and finally he achieved the goal of putting the University of 
Port Harcourt on the right path. 

In managing human resources, Prof. Nimi Briggs was committed to the employment of a 
diverse work force. Regardless of their position or level or gender, those who worked with 
him were treated with dignity as he strived to ensure an atmosphere in which mutual 
respect was shared among all. He had always encouraged open communication within the 
team and issues were handled in an evenhanded and unbiased manner. When it comes to 
career and professional development, he was a big advocate that appropriate training 
should be done in accordance with one's ability. His ultimate aim was for people to have the 
opportunity and development to effectively pursue their work. He sees the good in other 
people and he was generous with praises. For him, people become more productive and 
advance in their careers when they are aware that those in charge are appreciative of their 
contributions. Equally important to Prof. Nimi Briggs was the management of financial and 
material resources available to him at any given time. As a man who lives well within his 
means, he has always set the example of using whatever resources to achieve maximum 
result. His prudence is legendry. Not having enough resources to work with was an 
unacceptable excuse for him. He has given a selfless public service. 

Anyone who knows Prof. Nimi Briggs would be quick to admit that he is a man for 
whom time does not stand still. He is a man who in so many ways has conquered 
procrastination. He rarely missed appointments or kept people waiting. Time 
management for him involve both planning and execution. For him, "you do not find time for 
important things, you make time for them". 

A willingness to take responsibility is a virtue most people aspire to. As a matter of 
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o lead is to serve! To serve other human beings in accordance with the Will of the Creator, in 
joyful activities, is to serve the Creator. Put differently, everyone aspiring to lead must do so Tprayerfully, allowing himself to be guided by the Will of the Creator. If he is able to humble 

himself to seek this Guidance, then he would know who truly leads. Only the Creator, the All-Knowing 
leads and we are to follow His Guidance. Thus, the leader must first learn to follow and to serve 
selflessly. He must learn to stand under the strong currents of Guidance. The Chain of Guidance runs 
down to him who is faithful to Guidance, humble and honest, simple and selfless, who provides a 
fertile soil in his soul to gain the necessary inner connection. To gain this connection is to stand in 
prayer unceasingly and to listen to one's intuition. 

Men are not often aware of this natural form of praying. True prayer is to maintain the connection 
with the Creator and to receive Grace for earthly application. The key is to maintain this connection; 
never to do anything that breaches and breaks the connection. How do we maintain this connection? 
A connection is a bridge. A bridge is what links two points together. As this bridge is to link man with 
the Grace of the Creator and to receive luminous dews of wisdom and strength as once King Solomon 
received, this bridge must be pure and light to gain connection. Man builds this bridge from within his 
soul. For this bridge to rise upwards, it must obey the Law of Gravity. Only what is light rises. A human 
volition that can rise upwards must be light and pure; must be selfless to seek connection with the 
luminous realms. Selfishness, arrogance, lack of simplicity and lack of conviction in the Omnipotence 
of the Creator breach and break this connection! Therefore, we must maintain this light connection 
through humility and honesty; simplicity and selflessness and conviction in the Will of the Creator. 
These are qualities that lead us upwards. The Lord Jesus taught us the supreme commandments of 
Love. Vertically, to love God with all our might and horizontally to love our neighbours as ourselves! 
To love is to give ourselves selflessly. 

Let me use the concept of the Priest-King to illustrate the essential qualities of leadership. A Priest-
King is first and foremost a Priest of the Will of the Creator and then a King over his people. He must 
be the first to receive Guidance from Above as a basis for leading his people as a shepherd to greener 
pastures. Again we see vertical and horizontal relationships. Vertically, he must stand connected with 
the Chain of Leadership coming from the Creator and horizontally, he must then lead his people to 
the guided beautiful goal. And as it is said, when the righteous lead, the people enjoy peace and 
progress. As the Lord Christ said "by their works you shall know them! By their exemplary nature in 
bearing responsibility for the commonwealth! In this, at the risk of sounding too religious, let me also 
draw attention to the prayer, Thy Will be done on earth asitisdone in Heaven! Thy Kingdom come! To 
seek Guidance amounts to always asking how are things to be done as in Heaven so that the kingdom 
of the Lord will come. 

Another concept worth considering is that a leader is someone you look up to. You look up to him 
without being disappointed. The moment you are not able to look up to him, automatically you 
cannot inwardly recognize leadership in him. Men do not entrust leadership responsibility to people 
they look down upon. 

Now on the basis of these concepts, let me share with you my perception of the leadership qualities 
of Nimi Briggs. 

In my interactions with Professor Nimi Briggs, I found in him a man who is committed to leaving a 
legacy; a man who longs to serve selflessly; a man who has excellent presentation and good public 
relations skills. Professor Briggs is a hard-working time-conscious gentleman vibrant with ideas. He 
makes no pretence 

TO LEAD IS TO SERVE
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about the fact that others support and help him to succeed. Once an idea strikes him, he silently 
nourishes it and longs for one who can help him to implement the idea so conceived. On one occasion, I 
did mention to him that this is prayer as it should be. 

First, an idea strikes him. Where is this idea coming from that strikes a man? Which part of us is struck by 
this non-physical idea and how do we begin to conceive of it. How does this type of conception develop 
and mature until it is delivered? Everything has form and content. Our thoughts have forms. These forms 
are not gross material and physical and so can strike us inwardly and perceptively. Also when a thought 
strikes us and we reflect on it quietly, unknown to us we send out unspoken prayers which then attract 
answers. The answer to this prayerful thought is an inspiration. And we know that a serious inspiration 
comes from outside, from Above! And suddenly, a fuller idea on how to go about the implementation 
successfully envelops us. This is the way I understood the secret of the leadership of Prof. Briggs. 

Prof. Briggs has the ardent ability to put pressure and follow-up the details until implementation. His 
dedication is exemplary. He inspires confidence in those who have the good fortune of serving under him 
He congratulates and praises you to do more. 

When we started the Institute of Petroleum Studies (IPS), myself and Prof. Ebong were involved in the 
negotiations with our partners from IFP School Paris and Industry partners from Elf Petroleum Nigeria Ltd 
(Total). From time to time we deferred to him for advice and directives. On one occasion we had 
negotiated that the University shares income with IFP School. Unknown to us the contractual 
arrangement between IFP School and Elf was completely different. Our partners from Elf argued that 
since IPS is a sustainable development project, the University should earn only 5% of any income 
received. We felt that was a derogatory suggestion. When we deferred to him, he accepted the offer and 
advised us to know where we were coming from and what our goal should be. We went back to the 
negotiation table conceding in the recognition that if permanent structures are built, they cannot be 
uprooted. And so we stooped to conquer. This is a lesson in clarity of idea and how not to be rigid in 
dealing with others but remaining focused on the goal. Today, the success of IPS is a glowing tribute to his 
unrelenting pursuit of internationalization of higher education. 

Another example I will like to share is his ability to pull through the first international convocation for the 
award of honorary degrees by any Nigerian University abroad. To the best of my memory, he was the first 
to do so. How did he do it? We had read how a University awarded honorary degree to a busy 
international figure outside their country. And so when we visited IFP School in Paris in 2004 for a 
meeting and also visited Total headquarters in Paris, he nourished the idea of having audience with the 
President of Total, Mr. Thierry Desmarest. I was given the task of typing the letter overnight. Deep within 
me, I felt it was an ambitious task to have audience with the President of a multinational conglomerate 
like Total. But Prof. Briggs insisted. When we were given an appointment to visit the Total office, you need 
to see his speed as we walked from the Hotel to the Total Office a few kilometers away. He left us behind 
while I struggled to keep the Registrar, Dr. Chris Tamuno company, who could not keep pace with his 
speed. It was then I realized that the man had served as a soldier during the civil war. At last we met him at 
Total Office Reception and were able to see one of the Vice-Presidents. The Total Management in Nigeria 
was also not very enthusiastic about the prospect but he persevered. He then used the strategic tactics of 
nominating the President of Shell International and putting pressure through McArthur Foundation to 
pull this through, Once he succeeded with Shell, it was the bait for Total. And he also succeeded. This was 
indeed a great success. He was also able to galvanize support from the Nigerian Ambassadors in Holland 
and France, And so the honorary doctorate degrees were awarded to Mr. Desmarest of Total in IFP School 
Paris, June 2005 and Mr. Jeron van der Veer of Shell in The Hague, July 8,2005, I was the honorary 
University mace bearer. The ceremonies were so simple and impressive. He did us proud, It was indeed a 
remarkable achievement to put the University on the global map and cement the partnership with these 
two international oil giants. 
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In another trip to South Africa, we had visited a Medical Museum in the University in Johannesburg. 
Immediately we came back, he nourished the idea of a Petroleum Museum for the University. And 
when Shell gave us the hundreds of years old shell fossil gift that gave rise to the shell emblem after 
the special convocation in Holland, he dutifully passed it to I PS to form the nucleus ofthe Petroleum 
Museum. 

Another example I will like to share is his acceptance of the suggestion to organize the Institute of 
Petroleum Studie.s (IPS) Anniversary/lnduction ceremony. It was great to convince him to have this 
ceremony to showcase our gains in international collaboration in partnership with industry before 
the regular University Convocation. Once convinced, he threw in his weight, his usual zeal and zest, to 
make it a great success. Our industry and academic partners are very proud of this event. The Dean of 
IFP School and other Management Staff of IFP School learnt a lot of our impressive academic culture 
showcased in the honorary degree convocation and in the annual IPS Induction Ceremonies in the 
University.
 
It is worth mentioning how he finally pulled through two challenges in the establishment of IPS. First 
Elf Management was finding it difficult to convince the investment arm of NNPC (National Petroleum 
Investment Management Services, NAPIMS) to fund IPS. We had to mobilize and lobby. He personally 
had to visit the Group General Manager (GGM) of NAPIMS with Prof. Ebong. There was an 
embarrassing reception which he endured. The GGM felt they were not given a formal appointment 
before they were ushered into his office and so was a bit upset with them. They kept their cool and 
introduced themselves to him. When he realized the personality of his visitors and the fact that they 
had been properly cleared to see him, the GGM felt embarrassed and was apologetic. With this, he 
facilitated the request to approve the establishment of IPS as a way of making up for his 
misdemeanor. Again, he stooped to conquer. 

The second challenge was the fact that we had assured Elf Management that land was not a problem 
and that the chosen site was already secured for the project. It was part of the bargain that the 
University would secure land for physical development. But while we were having a meeting in Paris 
with representatives of Elf, NNPC and IFP School, he received a message from his office in Nigeria that 
the landlords were against the use of the land without appropriate compensation. He whispered this 
to the other members of the University delegation and cautioned us to keep it secret. He cut short his 
trip and flew back to Nigeria to negotiate with the community and through the understanding 
support of the Traditional Ruler of Choba, he succeeded in fixing the problem before we returned for 
the physical occupation ofthe site by the Contractor. 

A narration of the leadership style and strategy of Professor Briggs is a study on leadership but the 
few examples cited could give an insight to what makes the man succeed as a leader. Leadership is 
about total commitment to selflessly serve the needs of others; to stand under strong currents of 
Guidance; to balance forces to achieve stability in the management of human resources. In an 
intellectual environment such as a University, a leader must have clarity about the contending forces 
and be able to achieve a balance. He must have foresight in the direction leading to the goal. 
Professor Briggs was very clear that the future lies in internationalization and partnership with 
industry. This, he pursued with vigour. He was willing to use Presentation with PowerPoint to 
enhance his oratory skills. And he did so in an exemplary manner. 

One last point! In the twilight of his tenure, many wished he continued but he insisted on going when 
the ovation was loudest, citing the example of the revered Nelson Mandela. And so at midnight when 
his tenure was over, he sent text messages to all to join him in celebrating the end of his tenure as the 
5th Vice- 
Chancellor, University of Port Harcourt. Here is a man with unique leadership qualities who faithfully 
led the University we proudly call UNIQUE UNIPORT. 

Professor Joseph Atubokiki Ajienka 
Emmanuel Egbogah Chair in Petroleum Engineering 
Director, Institute of Petroleum Studies 
University of Port Harcourt 
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In leadership, communication between the leader and the followers is of utmost importance. 

Without it, no human organization can function effectively. Having worked with Prof. Briggs and 

associated with him for close to 30years, it is my personal conviction that he is naturally and 

abundantly gifted as a leader of men. I am also convinced that of all his leadership qualities, none 

is as glaring as his style and power of communication. Hence in this short tribute, I shall not dwell 

on his personal charisma and charming manners but on the more practical issue of his ability to 

motivate others through communication. 

In simple terms communication is the flow of information (messages) from one person to 

another prompting a feedback from the receiver of the message to its sender. Through this flow 

of messages, tasks are accomplished; people are informed of activities around them and are 

thereby carried along in the development process. Prof Briggs is a quintessential communicator. 

There are three components to this. The first is his first class articulation and delivery eloquence. 

The second is the frequency of communication even when he is outside the country. The third is 

that uncommon capacity to listen to others. 

On the first component, it is on record that when Nimi Briggs delivers a speech, he has a very 

good command of the English language. Everybody hears him loud and clear. His choice of words 

and expression leaves no one in doubt that he attended very good schools in the very old days. 

Very often his listeners wonder whether he is a Professor of Literature or a Poet. His power of 

oratory is undoubtedly captivating. 

On the second issue of how frequently he communicates, Nimi leaves no room for speculation or 

guess work. For instance, when we worked together, if Briggs plans to travel to Abuja for the 

various meetings involving him as Vice-Chancellor of the University of Port Harcourt, he will tell 

me days in advance. Together, we shall fast forward outstanding issues that may need his action 

during his absence. 

On the day he will travel, he will call me (on his GSM Phone) to tell me he was on his way to the 

airport. When he gets to the airport he will call to say so. As soon as he boards the plane he will 

call. When the plane touches down at the Abuja airport, he will call and when he settles in his 

hotel room, he will call and so on. Each time he calls, he will ask how things were going on in the 

University; he did the same with other members of his management team especially the Special 

Assistant to the Vice Chancellor (SAVC). For me, it was a wake up stimulus to keep abreast with 

the happenings on campus through consultations with the SAVC, the Chief Security Officer (CSO) 

and the President of the Students' Union in order to give him the correct situation report at all 

times. Even when he traveled outside the country, 
 

NIMI BRIGGS: 
THE QUINTESSENTIAL COMMUNICATOR 
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he never stopped calling. It was the same when he conducted senate meetings. Usually, he 

would use the first ten to fifteen minutes to brief senate members on miscellaneous issues 

happening within the University. 

The third aspect of Briggs unique style of leadership through communication is his ability to 

listen. Too many people in positions of authority are not good listeners especially in this age 

of GSM phones as they place two or three handsets beside them when you talk to them. 

Prof. Briggs will listen very attentively when anybody is telling him anything. Perhaps he did 

that out of his good nature or because he understands the significance of listening as an 

aspect of communication and hence leadership. For whatever reason he does that, the 

effect is the same. The person feels satisfied that he/she has been heard. Communication 

experts agree that when a person pours out his/her problems to a listening ear, it produces a 

therapeutic effect. Leaders are meant to listen attentively to their followers. Incidentally, 

only a few good ones do so. As a measure of leadership quality, Prof. Briggs surely deserves a 

gold medal for being a good listener. 

Finally, we may use the leadership qualities of Prof. Briggs to resolve a persistent 

controversy. Was Briggs born a leader or did he become a leader? His noble birth 

notwithstanding, I belong to the group that will say that he was made a leader which means 

that he became a good leader because of his upbringing, his school background and his 

professional experiences. However, I am not ready to answer the question as to whether all 

those with his type of background and experiences became good leaders. It is an open 

question but that Prof. Nimi Briggs is a quintessential communicator is closed. 

Prof. Mark Anikpo 

Director, CENTECS 
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(My father once told me: "Listen to great men! Look at their lips for what they say: 
Look into their eyes for what they do not say. You will find amulets for the journey of life. '') 

 

 

                    I. 
Only a fool gets drunk on 
The muddy wine of power.
 
  He holds the Calabash 
Of Destinies to his chest 

And he makes for a tree,  
    Each leap a failure. 

Every leap a failure: 
  Howls of derision 

Greet the flatulence 
Of blustering conceit.
 
                 II.
A fool's head is fat 
But his neck is a reed. 

And what every sickhead 
Needs for a cure
 
   Is the medicine 
In a squirrel's voice.
 
    The balm in 
A squirrel's voice
 
Is a message 
From the people's lore.
 
               III. 
The voice of the people 
       Is firm earth.
 
    It is firm earth 
Under a leader's feet. 

      Where is the one 
That will see good days? 
      Who is the one 
That will have goodwill?
  
Measure your height by 
The song of the people.
 

 

The prayer of the people 
Is a great amulet. 

IV. 

Measure your strength by 
The laughter in the wind. 

The prayer of the people

Is a great amulet. 

Measure your wealth by 

The fullness of their bowls. 

The prayer of the people 

Is a great amulet. 

 V. 

The love of the people 
Is a great amulet. 

It is an amulet 

In a leader's pouch. 

It is a balm 

On a leader's forehead. 

It is the miracle 

Of fire in the cold. 

It is a flowing river 

In a dry land. 

VI. 

Listen to the talking-drums! 

What do they say? 

The elephant-meat belongs 

To the people. 
But the loony 
Carries it alone. 

Pity the loony  
Who claims it alone.

Pity the loony 
Who eats flesh and offal. 

OBARI GOMBA is the author of two volumes of poetry, George Bush and Other 
Observations(2006) and Pearls of the Mangrove(2009). He teaches Literature and Creative 

Writing in the Department of English Studies, University of Port Harcourt, Nigeria. 

LESSONS FROM PROFESSOR BRIGGS 
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SOME PLAQUES AND BOOKS IN HONOUR OF PROF. NIMI BRIGGS
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CLASSMATE IN UNILAG COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
JUNE 1964 - JULY 1969

J. O. ADEWUYI A. I. AKINWANDE S.O. AMUSA

C. E. ATIMOMO D. M. A. JASPER C. U. ODUM

O. A. ODUKUNLE S. F. KUKU S. O. ONABANJO

S. O. NWAOBASI N. D. BRIGGS E. E. EZE
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A. N. NDULUE S. A. SADIO S. K. A ODAIBO

J. O. BANKOLE A. A. SANGOSANYA S. D. ADEYEMI A. OGUNTOYINBO

J. A COLE L. A. SALAMI O. E. AIGBE (MISS) M. A. J. ALEXANDER

N. C. OKAFOR E. N. EKPO K. A. SHENKOYA R. J. MOHIUDIN (MISS)

L. OKEREKE

CLASSMATES
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WITH LATE BROTHER & LATE SISTER IN 1963

WITH HIS FRIENDS

WITH HIS FRIENDS

MEMORABLE DAYS
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STUDENT - JULY 1966 AS A SOLDIER AFTER GRADUATION - 1970

DIFFERENT POSES
OF YOUNG NIMI

GRADUATE - 1969 GRADUATE - 1969
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AT A COURSE IN INDIA

FAREWELL TO PROF. JOHN MICHAEL NASH OF
UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL FROM LUTH 1968

46 



AS A STAFF OF NYEMONI GRAMMAR SCHOOL ABONNEMA IN 1964

MEDICAL COLLEAGUES

47 



STUDY SESSION WITH CLASSMATE AT LUTH

LUTH STUDENTS POSE WITH COLLINS FORBES,
A PEDIATRICIAN FROM CUBA

48 



COURSE AT HAMMITH SMITH, LONDON

NIMI AND MUM AT A CEREMONY

PROF. BRIGGS WITH FRIENDS AT MALAWI
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CHURCH CEREMONY, HE ASSOCIATE WITH EVERYONE NO DISCRIMINATION

WITH HIS PARENT & OTHERS
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NIMI BRIGGS WITH EXTENDED FAMILY MEMBERS

NIMI, DATA & FRIENDS
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NIMI & WIFE DATA IN 1975 NIMI, MUM & DATA IN 1980

PROF. NIMI BRIGGS CHIEF NIMI DIMKPA BRIGGS NIMI DURING CONVOACTION

CLOSE UPS OF FACES ARE A GREAT
WAY TO CELEBRATE A PERSON
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DATA’S FLOWERS

NIMI’S MEDAL AWARDS

OFFICER ORDER OF
THE NIGER (O.O.N) 2004

OFFICER ORDER OF
THE NIGER (O.O.N) 2004

ORITSAJOLOMI THOMAS
FELLOWSHIP AWARD 1995
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UNIPORT STAFFS AT PORT INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
TO USHER IN PROF. NIMI BRIGGS

USHERING IN  PROF. NIMI BRIGGS AFTER O. O. N. AWARD

54 



PROF. BRIGGS AND PROF. ANIKPO

PROF. BRIGGS AT HIS RECEPTION

55 



CHEERS FROM ARCH. BISHOP EMMANUEL NGLAS DURING THANKSGIVING

A HANDSHAKE WITH AMAYANABO OF KALABARI KINGDOM

56 



DECORATING JERON VAN DER VEER HONOURARY AWARDEE
WITH PRO-CHANCELLOR, ALHAJI JIMOH HAGUE JULY 8, 2005

CONVOCATION IN NETHERLAND 2005
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Special celebration with picture that capture the progress from lifr
stage to the next - commemorating graduation with cap and grown

CONVOCATION 
IN THE HAGUE
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CHAT WITH FORMER PRO - CHANCELLOR, PROF. AYO BANJO

PROF. BRIGGS AND PROF. AYO BANJO DURING A CONVOCATION

59 



DECORATING THE NIGERIAN AMBASSADOR TO NETHELAND

HUNDRED OF YEARS 
SHELL FOSSIL GIFT 
TREASURE FROM 

NETHERLAND TO THE
UNIVERSITY OF PORT
HARCOURT IN 2005

PORTRAIT FROM UNIPORT FOR VAN DE VEER 1
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PROF. HARRISON AND PROF. NIMI BRIGGS
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FAMILY THANKGIVING

Photographing Nimi in 
dance may have been one 
of the hardest things to
accomplish when he as the 
subject was constantly
moving. His movement 
were however very 
rhythmic and well captured. 
I am a dancer myself and 
knowing the  technicalities 
of

each step gives me an even 
greater appreciation of
Nimi’s talents. I find beauty 
behind each of his dance
movement. Even without a 
threatrical background, one
would st i l l  be able to 
appreciate the grace and 
beauty behind these photos
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FAMILY THANKGIVING

THANKGIVING SERVICE AFTER V. C SHIP 2005
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PLEASANTRIES AT FAMILY THANKSGIVING

AT  THANKSGIVING

LATE SENIOR BROTHER
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Momeries that last long time
wedding receptions, rehearsal dinners,

Family reunions, church groups and
corporate outings.

SIGNING MARRIAGE REGISTER FOR A NIECE
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TRADITIONAL MARRIAGE OF HIS DAUGHTER

TRADITIONAL MARRIAGE OF THEIR DAUGHTER

MEMORIES
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Nnenda & Belemam
(Grand Daughter)

Dieprinye

(Grand Daughter)

Ninah Briggs Family with Grand Parent 

Nnenda Grand children with Grand Parent

(Grand son)

PROF. BRIGGS’S FAMILY
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NNENDA TASIE AMADI BELEMAM TASIE AMADI

BELEMAM TASIE AMADI NNENDA TASIE AMADI
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MEMORIES 

THE FIRST DAUGHTER’S WEDDING

71 



EMBRACE FROM FORMER VICE CHANCELLOR PROF. THEO VINCENT

EMBRACE FROM FORMER VICE GOVERNOR OF RIVER STATE 
H.R.M. COMMORD. DIETTE SPIFF

72 



A HUG FROM KEN WOGU OF KENQUIP

OBA OF OGBALAND HUGS NIMI WITH BUSDOR

ANOTHER HUG
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SON’S TRADITIONAL MARRIAGE

SON’S WEDDING

SON’S WEDDING
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INITIATION INTO PALM WINE DRINKERS CLUB
(KEGGITE NIMI BRIGGS)

INITIATION INTO PALM WINE DRINKERS CLUB
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HAPPY FAMILY DURING KNIGHTHOOD
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WITH STEP FATHER ON INSTALLATION OF  KNIGHTHOOD

KNIGHTHOOD
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NIMI WITH EGBERT IMOMOH (SPDC) AND OTHERS

LECTURE AT EBITIMI BANIGO HALL
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A Milestone page that
brings together photos of
Different but Significant
Events, such as Sporting

Events

GREAT SPORTS MAN

HANDSHAKE WITH
FOOTBALLERS

KICK OFF IN STYLE
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GIFT FROM REGISTRAR MRS. CHRIS TAMUNO

GIFT FROM PROF. OKEBUKOLA ON BEHALF OF
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY COMMISSION (NUC)

THE FORMER REGISTRAR,
PRESENTING A GIFT TO PROF. NIMI BRIGGS
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TWO OR THREE GOOD HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE
These composition show a selection of Nimi in a repeat pattern of two. this is a 
sign of one that has listening ears typical of seasoned and good adminstrator
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AA CHORISTER

GOOD SINGER
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PROF. BRIGGS AND OFFICIAL OF
KENGEMA MINA-OGBO OF ABONNEMA CHIEF FUBARA

NIMI WITH SECRETARY KENGEMA OGBO OF ABONNEMA

CONFERENCE WITH CHIEF LULU BRIGGS
AND PROF. DON BARIDAM
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NIMI’S MUM & ANUT

NIMI’S AND DATA IN BENUE OUTFIT 2002 

NIMI’S MUM WITH SECRETARY OF KENGEMA MIMA OGBO
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NIMI WITH OTHER CHIEFS AS A FUNCTION

NIMI, DATA AND JOHN IKIMALO

NIMIWITH HIS BROTHER & SISTER
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A CHAT WITH ALABO GRAHAM DOUGLAS

FROM L - R VICE CHANCELLOR, FORMER PRO-CHANCELLOR
AND FORMER VICE CHANCELLOR UNIPORT
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LISTENING 
TO TRIBUTES

AT SOCIETY OF
NIGERIAN

ARTISTS, RIVERS/
BAYELSA STATE

CHAPTER AWARD 
OCT, MERIDEN HOTEL
OGEYI PLACE, PORT

HARCOURT.

SNA AWARD
PRESENTED

BY
PROF. E. J. ALAGOA
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AT SOCIETY OF NIGHERIA ARTISTS, RIVER / BAYELSA STATE CHAPTER
AWARD OCT. 2008, AT MERIDIEN HOTEL OGEYI PLACE, PORT HARCOURT.

CUTTING SNA ANNIVERSARY

UNVEILING PROF. BRIGGS PORTRIAT AT THE EXHIBITION
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KINDAPED AND BLIND FOLDED FOR SURVIVE DAYS 2008

FIRST MEAL AFTER HIS RELEASE

DONATED BY KIDNAPPERS

THE KIDNAP SHOE

THE KIDNAP
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LAB COAT KNIGHT HOOD COAT

CLOTHS USED BY HIM DURING DIFFERENT OCCASSIONS

KIDNAPPER’S JUNGLE DONATION
(OUTFIT NO LNGER IN USE)

RED CROSS JACKET
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BLESSING FOR PROF. NIMI AND DATA BRIGGS

WITH FRIENDS DURING THANKSGIVING

WITH MUMS & STEP FATHER
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SAY

IT

WITH

FLOWERS

DATA THANKS GOD WITH FLOWERS

AT DATA’S FLOWER SHOW
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CULTURAL SHOW FOR KPAKOL

WELCOME CEREMONY FOR DR. KPAKOL

USHERING KPAKOL IN
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BEHIND THE SUCCESS OF
PROF. BRIGGS IS DAME DATA BRIGGS
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Universities across the world-are established for ,general  Specific purposes. Their universal 
mission is teaching, research and public service. Without going into details pf the history of 
tertiary education in Nigeria, It is however,  pertinent to the note that right  from the pre-
colonial days the nationalists had a big dream on the potentials of education for an emerging 
country, particularly, university education and the prospects for manpower development as 
part of the necessary steps on attainment of independence. Higher Education is therefore of 
tremendous importance to Nigeria and its people. It was on this score that some eminent  sons 
of Rivers State agitated to have a federally owned university in this state. Happily this dream 
came true in 1976.

Traditionally, university concentrate on teaching, research and community service, but over 
time the expectations from the public became more complex and challenging, especially in the 
face of dwindling finances from their main benefactor, the government. Universities are now 
expected to be more proactive and forward looking in the way they carry out their mission, 
ensuring their survival, boost their image, produce quality graduate with entrepreneurial skills 
and have international out look through linkages and exchange programmes, The supervisory 
body of the federal universities, the National Universities commission (NUC), uses some of 
these factors in rating, performance of Governing .Council and Vice Chancellors, as to determine 
who is to be adjudged to be the best Besides, university have their own national and 
international league tables, where 'certain criteria are used to determine their ranking 

This consciousness is reflected in the leadership qualities expected of a new Vice-Chancellor in 
the advertisement for the post. This trend  is not peculiar to Nigeria. The challenge for 
institutional survival is not peculiar to Nigeria. Kayode (2000) commenting on this aptly 
observed that It is important, however, to bear in mind that the dynamic nature of a university's 
mission is not peculiar to Nigeria. Universities in developing countries have continually re-
examined their mission, as well as their management styles". 

It is against this background that one Wishes to reflect on the leadership style of Professor Nimi 
D Briggs, during his tenure of Vice-Chancellorship by assessing the challenges he met on ground 
and how he went about them in a way that catapulted the university to Where it was at the end 
of his tenure. 

In its organization, this section of the paper will focus on the University of Port-Harcourt during 
the Period, January 2000-July 2005 viz: the tenure of office of Professor N D Briggs, as the Vice- 
Chancellor of the university and which  fails within the period I served as the 4th Registrar of the 
institution. The slant of the discussion Will 6e on his leadership style, his major achievements 
and 

Presented as part of his retirement
 By Chris Alafofieltka Tamuno, Ph.D 

Former register, University Port Harcourt 

PROFESSOR NIMI O BRIGGS:
AN INDEFATIGUEABLE PERSONALITY

REFLECTION ON HIS VICE - CHANCELLORSHIP

.  
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the lessons derived. Mention would be made of the statutory organs of the university through 
which the academic and the administrative functions of the university are carried out. Staff, 
students, Alumni, external bodies and the institution's landlord communities will equally be 
discussed. 

2.0 STATUTORY PROVISIONS 
The main functionaries in Nigerian universities are called principal officers. They are the Vice- 
Chancellor, the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Administration), the Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
(Academic), the Registrar and Secretary to Council, the Bursar and the University Librarian. The 
processes of their appointment and their tenure of office are clearly delineated and spelt out in 
laws establishing the universities and the decrees and the amendments to the decrees. The 
responsibilities of the functionaries are also unambiguously stated. In the case of the University 
of Port Harcourt, these provisions are made in Decree no. 84 of 1979. Section 7-2 of the decree 
states that the Vice Chancellor shall have the general function, in addition to any other function 
conferred on him by this Decree or otherwise, of directing the activities of the University; and 
shall to the exclusion of any other person or authority be the chief executive and academic 
officer of the University and ex-officio chairman of the senate. It is therefore expedient of any 
Vice- Chancellor, who is determined to succeed to know the environment that has been 
entrusted to him to look after, its strengths and weaknesses and envisage where he wants the 
university to be and map out strategies on how to achieve his goals and objectives and take 
absolute charge of the institution. 

2.1 LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
The university environment has been described variously. Some experts describe it as an ivory 
tower, some as a community of scholars and some others as an abode of egg heads and students 
where learning and research take place. The assumption is often made that the university 
environment is usually very conducive for learning and research, not necessarily because of the 
captivating physical architectural outlay of the campuses but largely owing to the camaraderie of 
the scholars. Ideally, that is how it should be but it is not always the case. There is bound to be 
diversity among staff, different shades of opinion and interests. Therefore contestations, in an 
academic environment are inevitable so long as these are done with honest intentions and not 
aimed at destabilizing the system. 

To my mind, it was this persuasion that fired the vision of Professor Briggs for the university. On 
his appointment as an Acting Vice-Chancellor, in January, 2000, he immediately identified the 
following problems in the way of achieving his ideals for the university: 

 A crisis prone institution; 
 Poor physical infrastructural facilities, amenities and municipal services; 
 Weak academic standards and malpractices; 
 Weak financial base; 
 Weak security provisions; 
 Indiscipline and poor student behaviour; 
 Poor staff motivation; 
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 Corruption; 
 Not too strong town and gown relationship, with particular reference to the       

university's local communities. 

This was how the chief executive saw the university then. The management of the modern day 
university calls for proactive leadership and business like approach. Professor Briggs was not 
daunted by the enormity and complexities of the problems. As it were, he took the bull by the 
horn. Knowing the environment in which one operates also requires knowing the policies, rules 
and regulations guiding the operations of the institution that one is the Chief Executive Officer. 
Okebukola (2002) noted, that "The committee system is the prevalent mode of managing 
Nigerian Universities. At the level of Governing Council, Management, Senate, Faculties and 
Departments, Committees and Sub-committees are the typical structures for brainstorming and 
development of ideas upon which final decisions are made." 

There was no Governing Council at the time Professor Briggs was appointed the Acting Vice- 
Chancellor of the University of Port Harcourt. The former Vice- Chancellor having identified the 
problems outlined above realized that if these were not attended to urgently and in earnest, 
they would have crippling effects on the mission of the university. He also had in mind the 
aspirations of the founding fathers and their struggles before the university was founded. 
Moreover, he wanted wider input from a cross section of the university, in keeping with 
Okebukola's comments on committees participation in the decision making processes in 
universities which is in consonance with his leadership style of carrying every one along.

There was therefore no better forum more eminently suited than the Senate and the 
Congregation which brainstormed on the problems he identified at his inaugural meeting with 
members of these bodies. The Senate is the highest academic body in any Nigerian university. It 
has the mandate to consider academic programmes at all levels of study, examination matters, 
consideration and approval of results and student disciplinary matters to name a few. Senate 
consists of very senior academics. It is pertinent to recall that some of the problems the Vice-
Chancellor identified had to do with his worry about poor academic matters and student 
discipline. The Congregation is a forum where all matters affecting the university, its staff and 
students and all general matters are considered. The Congregation comprises all academics, the 
senior non-teaching and technical staff who are graduates. 

The then Vice-Chancellor promptly drew the attention of these two statutory bodies to 
brainstorm on the problems earlier mentioned, with a view to seeking solutions to them. His 
manifesto as it were, could be summed up thus: 
 

* To rid the university of crisis that would have distracted it from its main 
mission and save it from total collapse; 

 * To restore a peaceful and harmonious environment that would command the 
trust and confidence of the government, the public and the institution's 
clientele, and in some respects, the international bodies, likely to have linkages 
with it; 

* Enhance academic standards that are usually used as a yard sticks to measure 
the rating of universities as first class or poor; 
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* Enhance the financial base of the university since it is no longer possible for 

government alone to adequately fund the institution; 

* To motivate all cadre of staff, including the university's alumni to see 

themselves as important stake holders and to give of their best; 

* To inculcate in the students the appropriate academic core values; 

* To stem corruption, academic fraud and related malpractices; 

* Beef up the security on campus and prevent the loss of lives and property; and 

lastly to, 

* To strengthen amiable town and gown relationship, starting with the university's 

local communities. 

 

2.2 OUT COME AND STRATEGIC ACTIONS 

Senate and Congregation brain stormed on the problems identified by the Vice-Chancellor; his 

resolve to take these problems by the horn were quite clear and his passionate appeal for their 

cooperation was irresistible. At the end of each of these meetings, members demonstrated their 

goodwill towards his person and administration as well as the determination to join him in this 

noble course. It is pertinent to mention that as much as the resolve was there to solve these 

problems, no one underestimated the fact that it was not going to be easy to get to the goals. The 

important thing however, was the fact that the university community was agreed to bring about 

the desirable positive changes being targeted. Besides, by bringing the problems for deliberation 

by the appropriate university bodies, he had sought their support to join his administration in the 

vanguard for re-engineering the University of Port Harcourt.
 
The Senate besides ratifying the Think Tank set up by the Vice-Chancellor which was headed by a 

senior academic and Dean of a Faculty, set up a Committee on Blueprint. The composition of the 

committees cut across a wide cross section of the university since the matters involved affected 

all stake holders of the university. The terms of reference covered to a large extent the goals the 

university desired to achieve in the long run. One effect of this was the emergence of the 

Strategic Plan document which covered a -10 year period. It showed where the university should 

be by that period. The Senate of the university considered the document which eventually was 

considered and ratified by the Governing Council when it came into being. 

Professor Briggs continued to work with the appropriate statutory boards and committees to 

move the university forwards. The Administration was fortunate that soon after these initial 

steps taken by Senate, the Federal Government appointed members of Governing Councils for 

the Federal universities. The University of Port Harcourt was even more fortunate to have a -two 

term Vice- Chancellor of a premier university, the University of Ibadan as it's Pro-Chancellor and 

Chairman of the Governing Council. There was also among the external members on the Council, 

some retired Permanent Secretaries, educationists, a traditional ruler and other professionals. 

The internal members of the Governing Council comprised academics of professorial rank and 

senior non-teaching staff. 
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The Professor Ayo Banjo led Council was appointed in June 2005. The Governing Council shared 
the vision of the Professor Briggs Administration to move the university to greater heights. 
Members were willing to go the extra mile. Their enthusiasm and dedication were 
immeasurable. They totally identified with the University of Port Harcourt as their own and 
played the role of important stakeholders. The roles played by the internal members were no less 
impressive. Their knowledge of the internal workings of the university was of tremendous 
advantage to the Council and the Administration as they brought in their relevant experiences. 
The Vice-Chancellor worked very closely and harmoniously with this body of highly seasoned 
and experienced personalities. 

At its inaugural meeting, the then Vice-Chancellor presented a state of the art situation report on 
the university. He also organized a tour of the three parks of the campus (Delta, Choba, and 
University Parks). The Governing Council swung into action by setting up appropriate ad hoc 
committees to look into some of the problems the Vice-Chancellor had brought to their 
attention. Notable amongst these were the committee on infrastructure, Council/Senate 
Committee on Campus Security, the Board of the Choba-Uniport Community Bank and the Peace 
Committee. Members were also appointed into the standing committees of Council such as the 
Finance and General Purposes Committee (F&PC), Tenders Board and the Appointments and 
Promotions committees, to name a few. 

Management normally met preceding any Council meeting to enable each one to know the 
matters on the Council's agenda and for each member to prepare appropriate memoranda or 
briefs to guide Council's deliberations. Besides, it was important for Management to sort out 
possible dissenting matters at that forum so that the Administration presented one common 
front. Besides, the then Vice-Chancellor, normally presented reports on the state of the 
University at each Council Meeting in order to keep the Council and indeed the university abreast 
of happenings affecting the university. This approach facilitated the proceedings of the 
meetings. Apart from serving this purpose, Management held its weekly meetings at 5.00p.m 
every Monday, as much as possible. 

The regular Council meetings usually held as scheduled except in the event of public/religious 
holidays that were not anticipated. There were also extra-ordinary meetings of Council to 
consider urgent matters that could not wait till the next regular meeting. Actually, the provision 
that Council meetings should hold about three times a year needs to be reviewed because of the 
dynamic nature of a university where emergency situations arise unexpectedly. I admit that the 
organization of Council meetings is quite expensive because of transportation, accommodation 
and sitting allowances but the expenses are nothing, compared to the functions accomplished. I 
suggest that there should be a minimum of five regular meetings of Council per year. 

The availability of Council to meet regularly during the period being reviewed helped the 
university to carry out needed actions without undue delays. There are certain decisions taken 
by the 

3.0 THE GOVERNING COUNCIL OF THE UNIVERSITY 

Section 5(i) of the University of Port Harcourt Act provides that the Council of the university 

shall be charged with the general control and superintendence the policies, finances and property 

of the university including its public relations. 
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Administrat ion,  ad-hoc committees and boards of  Counci l  that  require 
consideration/ratification by Council before the university can take needed actions. This is one 
of the reasons why the Federal Government should not allow any time lapse between the end 
of tenure of one Council and the appointment of another. 

The Professor Ayo Banjo led Council completed its tenure of four years before the one led by 
Alhaji L K Jimoh was appointed. Professor Briggs' Administration worked with the new Council 
for about a year. This Council also showed dedication to move the university forward as guided 
by the Strategic Plan of the university. The transition between the Councils was smooth and 
there was also no problem of continuity. The Vice-Chancellor bridged the gap. In keeping with 
his administrative style of effective communication, Professor Briggs presented to the new 
Council a detailed report on the state of the university and the direction the university was 
being steered. 

3.1 INFRASTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT 
As was earlier mentioned in this discuss, the absence/inadequacy of core academic and 
administrative buildings, municipal services and effective means of communication on campus 
were of grave concern to him. With his foresight and forward looking approach the then Vice- 
Chancellor strove hard to do something about these. He took cognizance of the fact that 
although the University of Port Harcourt is a federal university, it is located in the Rivers State 
and that the erstwhile executive Governor of the State, His Excellency, Dr Peter Odili was the 
chief host of the institution. Professor Briggs therefore built a special relationship between the 
Rivers State Government and the university. He arranged' courtesy and business visits for each 
of the two Governing Councils he worked with to the Governor. Through such visits the 
Governor was briefed about the needs of the university, which included infrastructural 
facilities, and security. The Council and the Administration made a special visit to the Governor 
when it got the bid to host the 20th Nigerian Universities Games (NUGA) which held in 2004. 
The visit was to seek assistance from the Governor in cash and kind for the successful hosting of 
the Games. The estimated cost for hosting the games was N 10 billion which was beyond the 
financial capability of the university at that time. 

Visits were made by the Administration in 2003 to other erstwhile Governors to which the 
University of Port Harcourt served as a catchment area for undergraduate admissions as 
specified by the Joint Admissions and Matriculation Board (JAMB). These were the Governors of 
Bayelsa, Delta and Imo States. The purposes of the visits were two fold: to strengthen the link 
between town and gown and to seek their assistance for infrastructural facilities and other 
needs of the university. Of these visits only that of the Rivers State yielded dividend. Governor 
Odili lived up to his promise to provide needed facilities 'for the NUGA games, including 
donating two medical students hostels as well as cash backings. The Rivers State Government 
was the greatest benefactor of the university outside the Federal Government, as eloquently 
reported by Briggs (2006). 

Appeals for assistance were major drive by the Professor Briggs led Administration. An 
endowment booklet was prepared and made available to prospective donors. The needs of the 
university were itemized. The university Administration paid visits to the major to oil companies 
within Rivers State that engage the services of our graduates and philanthropists. Such visits 
rubbed off positively on the university. The Institute of Petroleum Studies is a result of such 
appeals 
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for assistance. Today, the university and the joint venture partners: Total, NNPC and the 
French Institute of Petroleum (IFP) are quite proud of the school as the products are making 
waves in the companies where they are employed. 

Through the collective efforts of the Governing Councils, the Administration and the relevant 
statutory bodies of the university such as the Finance and General Purposes Committee 
(F&GC), and Tenders Board, there was a remarkable improvement in the infrastructural 
facilities of the university during the period under review. Outstanding among these are: 

* The Ebitimi BanigoAuditorium, a donation by a philanthropist. 
* The Clinical student hostels and some recreational facilities for the NUGA 

games; donations by the Executive Governor of Rivers State. 
* The Petroleum Trust Fund (PTDF) building to house the chair in Gas 

Engineering. 
* The Educational Trust Fund (ETF) centre for excellence building to house 

                           Petroleum studies. 
* Completion of the College of Continuing Education (CCE). 
* Basic Studies Building (which was at an advanced stage of completion by July 

2005. 

The details of the other infrastructural facilities commenced or completed during the tenure of 
Vice- Chancellorship of Professor Briggs are sufficiently covered by Briggs (2006). 

The respective Governing Councils during the Vice-Chancellorship of Professor Briggs also 
addressed issues of staff welfare by ensuring that its members attended the appropriate 
Appointments and Promotions committees. This boosted staff morale as they were promoted 
as and when due. Staff disciplinary issues were also handled with the seriousness they deserved. 
The Council Ad-hoc Committee on Peace did its best to discourage aggrieved staff from running 
to the law courts as their first port of call. This saved the university unnecessary acrimony and 
strife. The performances of the two Governing Councils were remarkable under the Vice-
Chancellorship of Professor Nimi Briggs. 

The NUC took these factors into consideration while rating the performance of Governing 
Councils of universities and their Vice-Chancellors. The NUC sought to know if there was 
harmonious, complimentary and cordial relationship between Council and the Administration. 
The Commission was conscious of the fact that the Federal Government had many competing 
needs requiring its attention and would therefore not be able to adequately fund the 
universities. The issue of inadequate funding had been flash points between the staff unions and 
the Federal Government. The Academic Staff Union of Universities (ASUU) took firm position on 
this matter. The unions were aware of the difficulties their Vice-Chancellors were experiencing 
i n  p r o v i d i n g  g o o d s  a n d  s e r v i c e s  
required for the effective operation of the universities. Sometimes the Government circulars 
which approved some financial benefits for staff were not accompanied by commensurate 
financial backing. 
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The NUC felt the need for both the Governing Councils and their Vice-Chancellors to be 
proactive in their fund drives. This was also a criterion used by the NUC in rating the 
performance of the Councils and Vice-Chancellors. Other criteria used were prudence in 
handling funds, openness and transparency. 

Based on these and other factors, the Professor Ayo Banjo led Council was adjudged to be the 
best Council, while, the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Nimi D Briggs was adjudged to be the second 
best Vice-Chancellor in 2003. 

4.0 IMPROVEMENT OF ACADEMIC STANDARDS 
The university Senate took several bold steps to improve the academic standards of the 
university: 

 * Undergraduate Admission Matters 
The Admissions Committee which is a standing Committee of Senate is chaired by 
the Vice-Chancellor and it comprises the Provost of the College of Health Sciences and 
all deans of Faculties. The Committee under the Chairmanship of Professor Briggs 
streamlined admission in-take. Part of his Administration saw the introduction of 
screening test for freshmen. This to a large extent controlled the quality of fresh entrants 
into the university. 

 * Admission into Post Graduate Studies/Residency Requirements 
The admissions criteria were properly streamlined by the Board, School of 
Graduate Studies as well as those who have stayed beyond the required residency 
periods for the various programmes. Senate identified the factors which had caused this 
problem. One of which was the inability of supervisors to read student projects owing to 
the large number of students assigned to them. Senate gave some guidelines for the 
School of Graduate Studies to stem this and other problems so identified. 

 * Student Examinations/ Results and Related Matters 
The Administration met a situation where semester results of students were unduly 
delayed and even the results that were duly approved by Senate were not forwarded to 
the Examinations and Records division for its records to attend to transcripts and 
authentication of student results. Senate set up committees to verify results from 
the departments before they are forwarded for Senates consideration and approval. 
Deadlines were also set for submission of results to the departments and to the 
verification committees. The students who gained admission into the university using 
fake academic credentials were expelled from the university and the certificates of 
those who had already graduated were cancelled. Senate gave a fair chance to the 
persons so affected. They were given the opportunity to appear before the appropriate 
committee. Similarly, students who were proven to be cult members were expelled 
from the· university and publications made in widely read Nigerian dailies showing the 
passport sized photographs and matriculation numbers of the affected persons. 
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Besides, the departments worked hard to ensure that their programmes met the NUC 
guidelines for accreditation. The University of Port Harcourt through such efforts was adjudged 
the best in its undergraduate programmes. It tied with the Federal University of Agriculture, 
Abeokuta. 

The academic strength of the university became eminent in the regularity of the Inaugural 
Lecture Series and the quality of the texts. The actions of Senate under the guidance of its then 
Chairman, Professor Briggs, greatly enhanced the academic standards of the university during 
the period under review. 

4.1 STUDENTS INTEREST 
The Vice-Chancellor believed in producing quality graduates who will be able to hold their own 
any where in the world. Professor Briggs often recalled, his student days as a medical student at 
the University of Lagos, the dedication of his lecturers, and how that has groomed him as a 
person and his medical profession. He considered student matters very seriously. There were 
occasions when the Vice-Chancellor personally went with work men to see their broken down 
facilities and ensured that the facilities were restored on time. He established student friendly 
units on campus. He also ensured that the Students Welfare Committee had a highly respected 
and experienced Council member to chair that committee. Similar consideration was given in 
his choice of who was appointed Dean, StudentAffairs. 

5.0 REGISTRY DEPARTMENT 
My predecessor, E. N. Acheru, in his handover note to me, described the Registry of the 
University of Port Harcourt as 

the focal point of the administration. It is the pivot around which all university 
activities revolve. It coordinates all departments ofthe university and monitors their 
activities. Indeed, it is the nerve centre of the university. It is the repository of almost 
all university records, indeed the archive of the university. It is the keeper and 
interpreter of university laws and regulations.

Indeed, I could not agree less with my eminent former Registrar of this unique university. 
Section 3- (i) of Decree no. 11 of 1993, known as Universities Miscellaneous Provisions states 
that the Registrar shall be the chief Administrative officer of the University and shall be 
responsible to the Vice·Chancellor for the day-day administrative work ofthe university ... 

The Registry Department was alive to its duties and responsibilities. Despite the problems 
posed by limited office accommodation and inadequate official vehicles for its key officers, 
all the offices charged with the key divisions of the department, such as Council, the 
Academic unit which serviced Senate and the general division as well as the Registrar shared 
in the vision of the Vice- Chancellor to re-engineer the university to be a first class university, 
We individually and collectively worked with the statutory organs of the university 'such as 
the Council and its committees, the Senate and its committees, and the Congregation which 
the Vice-Chancellor availed himself to carry out his responsibilities. 
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The Registry Department provided the personnel that served as secretaries to these bodies 
and implemented the decisions, besides keeping and management of the records needed 
for the operations of the university. 

The working relationship between the then Vice-Chancellor, Professor N. D Briggs and the 
Registrar and the Registry staff was very cordial. The Vice-Chancellor gave us our rightful 
place and there was mutual trust. He strengthened our arms while enforcing the policies, 
rules and regulations. Even when there were some complaints, he sought our comments 
before ruling on the action to take regarding such matters. 
 
The Vice-Chancellor appreciated the importance of human capital development as well as 
the fact that as non-teaching staff, we had limited .opportunities of attending workshops 
and conferences. Even at that a good number of us went on training within and outside the 
country; the Registrar was one of such beneficiary. Within the university, the Vice-
Chancellor created a unit called, Human Resources Development Unit (HURDU) which was 
headed by a Deputy Registrar. This unit held workshops and conferences for the non-
teaching staff. This gesture boosted the morale of staff. 

The Vice-Chancellor was very hardworking and energetic in his work. In turn he appreciated 
hard working staff be they academic and non-academic staff. Professor Briggs was open and 
transparent in his actions and these attributes endeared him to his staff and compelled their 
dedication to their Vice-Chancellor and the University of Port Harcourt. 

6.0 NECESSARY ATTRIBUTES OF EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP 
This paper agrees with those who say that effective and dynamic leadership are antidotes 
for good governance. This discussion posits that any leader who applies these and the 
associated attributes shown on the chart below is bound to be successful. It i;s important to 
reiterate that a leader should know the environment in which he/she is operating. The 
leader should avail himself of the channels, organs and units to operate with-. His actions 
should be guided by the rules and regulations of that organization. The leader should have 
confidence in his team and carry everybody along with him. His actions should be honest, 
open and transparent. He should also believe in himself in order to take some difficult 
decisions which may sometimes not go down very well with the generality. At such moments 
a good leader listens to the various shades of opinion regarding why that action should not 
be taken but he makes those in opposition to see why his position is superior to their 
reasoning and make them to fall inline with him. 
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All in all Professor Nimi D Briggs was a dynamic, visionary, and indefatigable leader. He 
brought into the job of the Vice-Chancellor, his medical discipline, his experiences as an 
effective head, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology and also a successful Provost of 
the College of Health Services. Professor Briggs extended his harmonious' relationship to 
the Alumni of the university and even the university's landlords, He did not allow his 
achievements in life becloud his inter-personal relationship. He respected all who came in 
contact with him as the Vice-Chancellor. He always recalled his humble background. His 
humility manifested in his dealings with people. Besides, he believes that there is something 
good in every human being which can be drawn out with the right approach. He never failed 
to say bless you at the end of every task

7.0     CONCLUSION
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Professor Briggs was a Vice-Chancellor who extended the frontiers of the university to the shores 
outside this country. Besides, some of his actions on sanitizing both staff and student behavior could 
have posed some threat to his life but he believed in the course of actions and also had the goodwill 
of the other principal officers and all well meaning people, including the government.
 
This is not to create the impression that he had no difficulties. In the university system, strike actions 
by staff unions and student demonstrations were inevitable. Some of the staff union strikes were 
nation wide. A few of these were local strikes arising from implementation of Federal Government 
directives. The student demonstrations were largely due to failure of power supply and water. The 
Administration did not allow these problems to halt the system. Usually, the problems were solved 
through negotiation and taking necessary action onbroken down utilities. 

We owe a lot of the achievements and especially the stability on campus to the visionary leadership 
of Professor Briggs as the 5th Vice-Chancellor of the University of Port Harcourt and we say BRAVO to 
him. 
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He got Distinction in Obstetrics and Gynaecology. 

Olayinka Ajala 
Students' Affairs Officer

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS 

P. M.B. 12003, LAGOS, NIGERIA. 

DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY 

Provost: PROF .FELIX O. DOSEKUN, MA.,M.D,HS. 
Cables and Telegrame: Unimed, YABA, LAGOS 
Deputy Provost: PROF. A.O. ADESOLA, MCH.,F.R. CnS.[Eng] 
Telephone: LAGOS, 41451,46185,46186 
Secretary: ZAALAB!, B SOC, SC., D.PA
 

April 2, 1971. 

This is to certify that Dr. N.M. Briggs was a student of this College of Medicine. He was 
admitted to the College in the 1964/65 Session. His academic performances were very 
impressive. He sat for and passed the First Professional Examriation for the M.B, B.[Lagos]
at first attempt in June, 1966. He sat for and passed the Second Professional Examination 
for the M.B, B.S.[ Lagos] also at first attempt in June, 1967. Dr. Briggs sat for and passed
the Third [Final] Professional Examination and graduated in June, 1969. 

 

CM/ACAD/MS.62 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

RE: Dr. Nimi Dimkpa BRIGGS 

As a result of his academic brilliant, Dr. Briggs was awarded the following prizes: 
 

Prize 

1]  E.W.L. Thompson 
2]  Janet Kirkpatrick Memorial 
 

Best student in Obstetrics & Gynaecology 
Best student in Paediatrics 
 

Performance 
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This is to certify that Dr. Briggs has worked in the Department of Surgery from July, 
169 August, 1972. During that time he served as Pre-registration House Surgery from July;
 1969June, 1970. Senior House Surgery from August, 1971- August, 1972 . 

He carried out his work satisfactorily and I can recommend him as being a willing and 
capable young man who is suitable for further training in Surgery or in Obstetrics and 

CHAIRMAN, THE PERMANENT SECRETARY, 
FEDERAL MINISTRY OF HEALTH 
Cables and Telegrame: UNIHEALTH, YABA, LAGOS 
Telephone: Lagos 41451 
House Governor: E.O. OTITOJU Esq., BA [LOND.] 

Dr. Briggs worked as a Senior House Officer in the Department of Obstetrics and
 

As he did during his pre-registration appointment in the Department, he worked 
conscientiously and satisfactorily. He is a young man of integrity. He is a pleasant 
colleague and gets on very well with patients, his colleagues, nursing and other hospital 
staff It is his wish to specialize in Obstetrics and Gynaecology. I am confident he will make
 

P.M.B.12003, LAGOS, NIGERIA. 

DEPARTMENT OF, SURGERY. 
H. ORISHEJOLOMI THOMAS, C.B.E:,C. O.N., M.B., FR.C,S., HON. O:SC 
Professor and Head of Ddepartrnent 
Cables and Telegrams: UNIMEO', Y ABA. LAGOS 
Telephone: LAGOS, 41451, 41461, Ext. 233. . 

LAGOS UNIVERSITY TEACHING HOSPITAL 
PRIVATE MAIL BAG 12003, LAGOS, NIGERIA. 

DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

RE: DR. N.D. BRIGGS 

Gynaecology from July 1 st, 1970 to June 30th, 1971. 

a success of it. 

J.B. Akingba, ,M.B. Lond.], M.R.C.O.G., F. M.C.OG. [Nig.]. 

21 - 6 - 71 

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS. 

CM/HDS/42 

24TH July, 1972. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

DR. D. BRIGGS

H. Orishejolomi Thomas 

Gynaecology. 

Head of Department 
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1 st May, 1979 
DIH/243 

The Registrar 
General Medical Council 
England 

Dear Sir, 

DR. NIMI BRIGGS 

I have been asked by Dr. Briggs to write this letter of introduction for him: 

I confirm that Dr. Briggs has been employed in the following capacities: 
[a] Senior Registrar in Obstetrics & Gynaecoloqy from November; 1975 to                 

September, 1976. 
[b] Consultant Obstetrician and Gynaecoloqist from October, 1976 to Date.

 
I also confirm that all the posts were full time and the Senior Registrar post wa
s a residential post. Dr. Briggs worked in the Ahmadu Bello University hospital at Zaria, 
Nigeria and his service was satisfactory. 

I hope the above information will be of help to you.
 
Yours sincerely,
 
Dr. B. D. Musa, MBBS,MRCOG,FMCOG 
Vice President, Nigeria Medical Council 

. 
J,D. Akingba, M,D. 0.5., M.R.C.O. G 
Ag. Head of Oept. of Obstetrics & Gynaecology. 

Provost: PROF .FELIX O. DOSEKUN, MA.,M.D,F.I.S. 
Cables and Telegrame: Unimed, YABA, LAGOS' 
Deputy Provost: PROF. A.O. ADESOLA, MCH.,F.R. CNS. 
Telephone: LAGOS, 41451,47823,47824,47877
 
Secretary: ZAALABI, B SOC, SC., D.PA 

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS 

P. M.B. 12003, LAGOS, NIGERIA. 

DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY 

JBA/EOA 
28th July, 1972. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN RE: Dr. Nimi Dimkpa BRIGGS 

I have had the privilege, not only to teach, but also to work with Dr. N. D. Briggs. He was a brilliant 
students, so itwas not surprising  that he graduated M.B., B.S.[Lagos) in June, 1969 with a Distinction 
in Obstetrics and Gynaecologyas well as the E. W.L. Thompson Prize for the best student in Obstetrics 
a n d  Gy n a e co l o g y  a n d  t h e  J a n et  K i r k p af r i c k P r i ze  fo r  t h e  b e st  s t u d e nt  i n  
Paediatrics. 

After qualifying he did a 4-month Pre-Registration job in Obstetrics and Gynaecoloqy and ITom July, 
1970 to June, 1971 did a year's S.H.O. appointment in the specialty. During this period I came in 
closer contact with in than when he was a student and Ifound him to be a conscientious, brillfant and 
hard working young man of high integrity. He got on very well with his colleagues as 
well as the nursing and other hospital staff and the patients' relations. He hopes to specialize in 
Obstetrics and Gynaecology. I am confident that he will be a success in the specialty.
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It gives me pleasure to write thi.s testimoniaL I have known Dr. Briggs for a period of about 
five years, first as an outstanding Medical student and more recently as a very competent 
and willing colleague. 

He worked as a house officer in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology after 
graduation in June 1969 and we gave him another job as Senior house officer for a period of 
one year after that. It was during this second tenure of office that I was in a position to fully 
assess his ability as an Obstetrician and Gynaecologist in training. He did his work to the 
satisfaction of all my Consultant colleagues for whom he worked and had no difficulty in 
obtaining other  appointments in this University unit ITom his records. 

. 
I unreservedly recommend him for any other post for which he might apply compatible with 
his experience. 

E.I. Efiong, M.B., B.S.[Lond.], L.R.C.P.,M.R.C.S., 
F.R.C.S. [Ed], MRC.C.G.  
Consultant Obstetrician and Gynaecologist. 

CHAIRMAN, THE Permanent SECRETARY, 
FEDERAL MINISTRY OF HEALTH 
Cables and Telegrame: UNIHEALTIH, YABA, LAGOS 
Telephone: Lagos 41451 
House Govemor:E.O. Omom Esq., B.A. [LOND.] 

DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY 
LAGOS UNIVERSITY TEACHING HOSPITAL 

PRIVATE MAIL BAG 12003, LAGOS, NIGERIA. 

1st August, 1972. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

DR. N.D. BRIGGS 

 Dr. Briggs was one of our most competent students and qualified obtaining the prize in obstetrics 
and Gynaecology. As pre-registration House officer and Senior House Officer, he showed himself to 
be very capable with a pleasant manner and good with his hands. He proposes to train for the 
M.RC.O.G. and I can recommend him for any appointment in England. 

U.M.ldster, M.D., F.R.C.S., F.R.C.O.G., 
Professor and Head of Dept. of Obstetrics 
and Gynaecology 

Provost: PROF .FELIX O. OOSEKUN, MA,M.D,F.I.S: 
Cables and Telegrame: Unimed, Y ABA, LAGOS 
Deputy Provost: PROF. AO. ADESOLA, MCH.,F.R. C .. S. 
Telephone: LAGOS, 41451,47823,47824,47877 
Secretary: ZAALABI, BSOC, SC., D.PA 
 

 

 

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS 

. PM.B. 12003, LAGOS, NIGERIA. 

UML/EOA 
8 August, 1972 

 TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
 RE: DR. NIMI DIMKPA BRIGGS
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 It gives me great pleasure to write this letter of recommendation for Dr. Briggs. He graduated from 
our Medical School in Lagos in June, 1969. At the final examination he obtained Distinction in 
Obstetrics and Gynaecology and was awarded a prize in this subject. After completing his Pre-
Registration House job, he worked in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology as a Senior 
House Officer for one year. He worked in the Department of Surgery for a year during which he was 
taught the principles of general surgery and he has acquired a high degree of proficiency in operative 
surgery. He is proceeding to Britain on a Federal Government of Nigerian Scholarship to study 
Obstetrics and Gynaecology and to obtain his M.RC.O.G. 

I would be very grateful if you would consider giving him a post under. you. He is extremely 
conscientious and he will make above average in intelligence. I am certain that he will make the best 
possible use of any opportunity that you may give him to obtain his training from someone as 
distinguished as yourself. 

E.A Elebute, M.A., M.D., F.RC.S. 
Professor & Ag. Head of Department. 

 
Provost: PROF .FELIX O. DOSEKUN, MA,M.D,F.l.S. 
Cables and Telegrame: Unimed, Y ABA, LAGOS 
Deputy Provost: PROF. AO. ADESOLA, M.CH.,F.R. c.s Telephone: LAGOS, 41451,47823,47824,47877 Secretary: ZA 
ALABI, B SOC, SC., D.PA 

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS 

P. M.B. 12003, LAGOS, NIGERIA. 

DEPARTMENT OF SUEGERY

8th August, 1972. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

I have great pleasure in informing you that the Senate of the College has decided to award you a 
Fellowship of the College in Obstetrics and Gynaecology. This Fellowship is a registrable qualification 
and it qualifies you to hold a Consultant post in your particular specialty. You are now entitled to use 
the letters: F.M.C.O. G. after your name. 

You are advised to get this qualification registered for publication in the next issue of the Medical 
Register. The fee for registration of additional qualifications is thirty Naira [N30.00] only. I enclosed 
an Application Form herewith. 

Yours sincerely, 
A.O. Adedoyin 
for: Secretary, National [Postgraduate] Medical College of Nigeria ENC. 

 

Dr. N.D. Briggs 
Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology Institute of Health Sciences 
University of Port Harcourt 
P.M.B. 2353, Port Harcourt, 
Rivers State. 
 

NATIONAL [POSTGRADUATE] MEDICAL COLLEGE OF NIGERIA

Telephone: 834040 Ext.1156 
Cables: Medcouncil, Lagos C/o College of Medicine 

University of Lagos 
Idl-Araba. 
P.M.B.12003, Lagos, Nigeria 

Our Ref: NMC/49NOI.11/15 

YOUR Ref: 
Date: 12th September, 1980 

AWARD OF FELLOWSHIP

Dear Dr. Briggs,
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It is a pleasure to inform you that the International Executive Committee, action on 
behalf of the International Board of Governors, has on October 20, 1984, unanimously 
elected you a fellow of the I nternational College Of Surgeons 

I feel confident that you will enjoy the association with our Organization and that it will 
be mutually beneficial our warmest welcome. 

With Kindest Regards, 

I am Sincerely, 

F.C.OTTATI, M.D. 
International Secretary General
 
NOTE: 
THIS IS YOUR IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: B4341 
PLEASE INDICATE THIS NUMBER IN ALL FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE. 

 A WORLD FEDERATION OF GENERAL SURGEONS AND SURGICAL SPECIALISTS. INC. 

FOUNDED IN GENEVA, SWITZEI1LAND, INCORPORATED IN WASHINGTON, D.C. 

October 20,1984 

Dr. Nimi Dimkp A. Briggs 

P.m.b.5323 

Port Harcourt Nigeria 

Dear Dr. Briggs, 

INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS 
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 The University system is a respected International Community of learninq, where truth, ideals 
and sane moral values are upheld at all times. We however note with dismay the total decay of 
the Nigerian University system, both from the infrastructural angle and from the point of view of 
the cherished University ideals and traditions. The thrust of ASUU struggle and dispute with 
government is how to redeem the University from total collapse, by upholding these ideals from 
which derive the essence of the University worldwide. 

The task of restoring the moral ideals of the university resides with those of us who work 
within the University system. ASUU national body is very much concerned about the 
level of deterioration of moral values in the University system. 

Our own University is riot left out in this decay. We feel very concerned about the leve.1 of rumours of 
professional misconduct and all sorts of improprieties going on in this University. You will recall that 
your predecessor in office attributed one of the reasons for his leaving office to this moral decay. You 
will also recall that because of we felt very embarrassed and concerned about these allegations, We 
urged you then to investigate them and bring culprits to book. 

We have received with interest and enthusiasm the information that you have set up a 
committee to investigate some of these alleged improprieties. We wish to inform you 
that you have the support of our Union in your move to cleanse the University of its 
rottenness in all its ramifications. 

ASUU Congress rising from its meeting of 8th February, 1996 urges that you spread 
the terms of reference of your committee to investigate All AREAS of the University 
so that a total cleansing can be done. 

We need a thorough in-house cleaning. We need to uphold the sanctity of the University 
system so that we can be relevant in the search for the solution to the moral ills of the 
larger society It is only ourselves in the University system that can do this. We assure 
you that the entire ASUU Congress is solidly behind you in your effort to sincerely 
sanitize our University and rid it off all rottenness. 

Yours sincerely, 

Dr. Tony Arinze 
for and on behalf of ASUU Executive 

Sir, 

SANITIZING THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

ACADEMIC STAFF UNION OF UNIVERSITIES 
UNIVERSITY OF PORT HARCOURT BRANCH

ASUU Secretariat 
Senior Staff Club Building 

P.M.B. 5323, Port Harcourt 

From: ASUU Executive 
Ref: ·UPH/ASSUVC.002. 
Date: 13/02/96. 

To: The.Actinq Vice-Chancellor 
University of Port Harcourt. 
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It is a privilege for the Department of Fine Arts and Design to be called upon to 
extend its well wishes to a deservedly retiring colleague, a former vice-chancellor 
ofthe University of Port Harcourt, one going by his antecedents, contributed in no 
small measures in extending the frontiers of knowledge, and the physical and 
infrastructural development of this university to enviable heights. 

This brief goodwill message cannot say it all about Professor Nimi Dimkpa 
Briggs. It is but to express our heartfelt gratitude for the initiative that he brought 
to bear in transforming the Visual Arts of the University of Port Harcourt from a no 
status to a worthy one; needless to say, establishing an autonomous and full- 
fledged Department of Fine Arts and Design from the Creative Arts which he 
gladly supported as Vice Chancellor to make for speedy advancement of the visual arts. I 
was then head of the Department of Creative Arts in 2001. We say thank you. 

We say thank you once more, that the little baby that was: born with your kind 
support and encouragement has matured within a decade of it existence and 
received glorious accolades and approval for its programmes and content from 
NUC in its November, 2007 verification visits. This instance has not only shown 
forthrightness and the capacity to project for the future development of this great 
citadel of learning but has helped tremendously in placing the Department of Fine 
Arts and design and the University of Port Harcourt as prim us-in fer-pairs in the 
comity of others nationally acclaimed programmes and institutions at home and abroad.
 
While you go to enjoy a blissful retirement, members of staff and .students of the 
Department of Fine Arts and Design wish you greater health than ever before in 
order for you to continue to render services of immense benefits to mankind. We 
wish you God's blessings. Amen. 

John T. Agberia, PhD 
Department of FineArts and design 

UNIVERSITY Of PORT HARCOURT 
CHOBA, PORT HARCOURT 

DEPARTMENT OF FINE ARTS AND DESIGN 

GOODWILL MESSAGE 

Dear Professor Briggs, 
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“The Vice-Chancellor of the University of Port Harcourt and the Outgoing 

Chairman of cvc, Professor Nimi Briggs will be existing office a few. weeks 

from now. As Vice-Chancellor, Professor Briggs turned the fortunes of the 

University of Port Harcourt around as it witnessed tremendous an 

unprecedented academic and physical development. The ranking of the 

university shot up, the discipline tone among staff and students took an 

upward swing, external support from development partners, Foundations, 

Alumni, friends of the university and the State Government rose to an all-time 

high, teaching and research received a boost and NUGA 2004 which 

UNIPORT hosted emerged the best in recent times, His contributions to the 

National Political Reform Conference as a delegate fro m tile academic are 

worthy of praise. As Chairman of eve and AVCNU, he brought a freshness 

oj vision and cohesion to the two Committees and provided leadership yet to be 

matched in the long history of eve. We wish Professor Briggs} the No.2 Best 

Vice-Chancellor in 2003 all the very best in his future endeavours and as he 

proceeds on sabbatical leave to the UNESCO Headquarters in Paris". 

Professor Pe er Okebukola 

Executive Secretary 

National Universities Commission 

Abuja 

. 

In 

The Commission's Monday Memos 

20th June 2005 

TRIBUTE TO THE OUT·GOING CVC CHAIRMAN 

PROFESSOR NIMI D. BRIGGS
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It is with great joy and delight to receive the good news of Professor Nimi Brir19s retirement from the 
University of Port Harcourt. Professor Briggs has been known to me and my family for over twenty 
years. We know him as a reputable, homble and highly respected Obstetrician and Gynaecologist. His 
great interest and contribution to academic, clinical and administrative services to this country and 
the world at large will be missed. I have no doubt that although he is retiring from the UniversitY The 
is not tired and his colleagues at national and international levels will continue to reference him 
especially in Women 'health issues. We celebrate Professor Briggs asa keen researcher and 
academician of international repute. 

Please, accept on behalf of my family and myself, our sincere congratulations on your retirement. 
May the good Lord continue to grant you increased wisdom) long life and prosperity in Jesus Mighty 
Name, Amen, Please extend our warmest felicitations to your amiable wife and lovely children. 

Please, I shall appreciate to read a copy of the book that will be produced at the retirement 
program. 

Yours truly, 

Professor O. O. Adetoro 
Community , 
Olabisi Onabanjo University Hospital 
PMB 2022, Sagamu Ogun State. 

TO PROFESSOR NIMI BRIGGS 

 Professor N. D. Briggs at 65 is displaying all the vigor, discipline and intellectual passion which come 
naturally to him. 

At 65 these characteristics have been refined and the man stands tall. 

He was the pioneer head of our department and was able to set a foundation and establish a 
tradition which has kept the department from its inception to date as the number one in the 
university. 

He rose to be Provost and later Vice-Chancellor of the university. 

He kept in touch and abreast with his discipline. His boundless energy, intellectual sagacity, and 
political savvy have sustained and kept him in the forefront in academia, administration, post 
graduate examiner and most sought after guest lecturer. 

He is widely traveled and has associated with the high and mighty without losing the common touch 
with all and sundry. 

Like all great men he has his share of trials and has come through them by Gods grace and the 
support of a wonderful family, 

Academia, the nation and various bodies have acknowledged his abilities and contributions and 
have honoured him. 

Nimi Briggs, the man stands tall and still has a lot to give. We salute him. 

Prof. C. T. John. 

TRIBUTE TO 
PROfESSOR N. O. BRIGGS 

From the Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology, UPTH
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 The Northern City of Zaria in 1978 was bustling at least in the eyes of University students like I was, 
and also against the backdrop of Nigeria "Oil boom", (sorry "doom?"). OR, Zaria was an educational 
town (population less then 1 million, or a large student population), full of its pride in the presence of 
Ahmadu Bello University (ABU) Samaru campus, Kongo campus, a college of Arts & Science (CAS), 
college of Aviation etc . 

The Medical Students spend 2 years in Samaru, and-then the 3rd _5th year in Baram Dikko Hall and 
the ABU Teaching Hospital, Tudun Wada. The excitement to move from academic to 'clinical' studies 
made every one of us lively and attentive. After aII, our friends back at the 'Acada' campus in samaru 
fondly called us doctors. This is the setting in which I met Dr. (now professor) Nimi Briggs. Did I say 
"met'? I meant 'saw'. The hairachy of medical cadres meant that we medical students were in the 
lowest wrung of the ladder. Dr. Briggs was already a consultant - "equivalent" to "captain" of an 
aircraft. Big man! The department of obstetrician and gynaecology was headed by Professor Kelsey  
Harrison, who, as far as we were concerned was a humble keen teacher but nonetheless a "colossus 
", an icon in his field. The department was busy, especially as the last frontier for complicated 
deliveries. There were a number of these!
 
So, as I said earlier I first saw Dr. Briggs in front of the O&G consultant office. A young man, who not 
long before had returned from 'yonder', (UK). He cut the picture of a humble and warm personality. 
Everyone knew his keen 'interest to teach. As students we were fond of him. He was our role model. 
We knew somehow that he had a great future in front of him. And right we were! Let me use this 
opportunity to saluate our other O&G lecturers professor Brigg's contemporaries at the time. Dr. 
(Professor) JAM Otubu, a close friend of Professor Briggs, Dr. BU Ezem my special regards also go to 
Professor Ekwempu, the deputy head of O&G at the time. God bless our dear Professor Briggs and all 
our teachers. 

In November 1998 in Benin City, the society of Gynaeology & Obstetrics of Nigeria (SOGON) held an 
international scientific meeting in Benin City. I had come to present a paper on the 'breakthrough' 
birth of baby Hannah from test-tube (IVF) conception. There was Professor Briggs! I hadn't seen him 
for about twenty years; I recognized his presence and thanked him for being my teacher in ABU and 
for continuing to produce doctors for the country. At that time, I never knew that I would one day 
work closely with him! 
The Bang, 2006! The situation of the National Hospital, Abuja was rather turbulent. The interim 
management board had been dissolved. And guess what Professor Briggs was appointed the 
chairman, management board. At the time I was the director of clinical services & CMAC (the young  
shall grow)! Professor Briggs brought dignity and calmness to the job that I'm sure his tenure will be 
remembered for a long time. There were several breakthroughs to mark his tenure. Notably the first 
set of IVF babies were born in 2007 this is a befitting honour to cap the achievements of an ace 
gynaecologist, teacher and gentleman.
 
DR. IBRAHIM WADA FRCOG FWACS OON 
Medical Director 
Garki Hospital Abuja 

BRIEF ENCOUNTERS WITH 
(DR) PROfESSOR N. D. BRIGGS 30 YEARS APART.
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Time has judged PROF. N. D BRIGGS as generally doing excellently well, especially in terms of 
Academic  Policies and Programmes, Human Engineering and General Management. 

The achievement of PROF N. D. BRIGGS when he was the VICE CHANCELLOR of the University of Port 
Harcourt can never and would never be over-emphasized. lnfact, there will never at all, be an 
exhaustive catalogue of Commendations on the 'Proficiency and Efficiency' of the leadership of N.D 
BRIGGS within 2003/2004 Academic Session (when I was serving as the SUG President- First tenure 
in this Unique University. 

The University of Port Harcourt of yesteryears was characterized by failures, retrogressions, 
forgeries, awkwardness, ill-behaviors amongst students and staff, qanqstarisrn, 
m a l p r a c t i c e s , c u l t i s m ,  i n t i m i d a t i o n  a t  a l l  t i e r s ) ,  i n j u s t i - c e ,  r i o t i n g ,  
{ampaging/destructions,lawlessnessamongst students, - incessant agitations/strikes, poor 
infrastructural facilities. Threats and insecurity of life and property were the order of the day. But 
today, the Vice-Chancellor, with his technical know-how and administrative expertise, has prudently 
and dramatically revamped the entire _ system. And hence, has given lJniport an admirable h u m a n  
face. "Kudoes" to PROF. N.D. BRIGGS.
 
Talking about the Prof. Briggs relationships with his students, one will certainly run" short of 
adjectives, dicJion/vocabulary to glisten the 'non-frictionalrapport which existed between him and 
his dearstudents? Butfor Prof. N.D. Briggs, Uniport Students will believe that they could nothavehad 
access-whether formally or informally, to the person of a Vice-Chancellor. In those days and in recent 
past; Vice- Chancellors were too far from the students. In most cases the Students' Union Executive 
had find it difficult to reach. the- Vice-Chancellors consequently SUG- Vice Chancellor relationship 
was characterized by antagonism and muscle flexing. 

ln the contrary. Prof. N.D. Briggs did 'riot chooseto be a 'demi-god'. He had rather opted to employ 
the 'open 'door' administrative  policy. This man was twenty-four hours ready to listen to the voice of 
any  

 

WRITTEN BY: 
PASTOR CHRIS ANELE 

(EX-PRESIDENT, SUG, UNIPORT) 

UNIVERSITY OF PORT HARCOURT 
" A WRITE-UP ON: 

"THE HOLISTIC ASSESSMENT OF THE 
PERFORMANCES /CONTRIBUTIONS OF 

PROFESSOR NIMI DIMKPA BRIGGS 
VICE-CHANCELLOR, 

UNIVERSITY OF PORT HARCOURT 

WITHIN 2003-2004" 

INTRODUCTION 
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member of the Uniport Community. The door of his office was ever opened to his students. He 
treated every letter / petition \demand that came to his table without bias.
 
He is never offended with criticisms, especially when they are constructive. For, he saw 'criticisms' as 
the  cheapest social contributive instrument for corrections and an accepted element of checks and 
balances.The former VC did cherished / embraced dialogue so much. He respected people's 
opinions. And operated with the spirit of 'Team work'. 

In several occasions, he had stooped so low and walked around with the Students' Leaders to 
identify, observed / confirm their needs and concerns especially; in the areas of basic campus 
amenities. One thing that I must commend the former VC for, is that he is not a 'laissez-faire' 
administrator. That is why, whenever he awards contracts having to do with rehabilitation or 
provision of students essential needs; he will doggedly monitor the execution personally. 
Still on his fatherly attitude towards his loving students, he has enough confidence, on the elected 
leaders/representatives of the students' populace. He believes that these chosen leaders will always 
speak the mind of their electorates- the entire students. That is why, whenever, they write or send 
memos to him, making certain students welfare oriented demands or drawing his attention to some 
areas of dilapidations in infrastructure, his responses had always been very prompt and urgent. He 
usually treated such cases with sincerity of purpose. Another outstanding quality of the one time 
vice-Chancellor is that he does not shy away from meeting with the leaders of the five (5) Unions on 
campus. These unions are ASUU, SSANU, ASUTON, NASU and SUG. He makes himself available 
whenever requested for audience with him. He fulfills' agreements reached at such meetings 
without de/ay- he was never tricky at all. He is students friendly. The former VC is one man that would 
like his students\University to take premium positions in both academic, sporting, religious and 
other extra-curricular activities. 

In policy making, he believed in the Rule of law and collective responsibility. He had never taken 
unilateral decision on policy matters. The Senate usually decided while he ably implements. He had 
not looked down on his statutorily constituted Senate. He did not work by the practice of 'making 
rules and bending the rules' to suit or favour individuals. He never not forget easily. He had the 
capacity to remember cases which he had already treated long time ago. He readily remembered the 
history of Uniport, as well as the activities that took place within and without the campus; during his 
tenure of office. 

Considering the appointment of officers; he chooses the best brains to work with. He was not 
ethnocentric, nepotic nor washe sentimental in making appointments. My former VC shrewdly 
selected and garnish himself with progress oriented staff academic and non academic; who will work 
up the glory and integrity of the University of Port Harcourt. Hence, he was succeeding in a very 
superb geometric sequence, on appointments; he brought even distribution and equity to play. By 
this, he ensured that other tribes/ethnic regions were also represented in his administration. This 
tactful administrative skill undoubtedly. enhanced co-operation from member staff accorded them 
proper sense of belonging. 

Academic Record (2003-2004) in Uniport 
Prior to that material time, University of Port Harcourt as a Second Generation Federal University 
with almost equal to no School. Of a truth our learning standard/academic performances was 
nothing to write home about The population of this varsity (then) was never growing at all. Parents 
and guardians could not find anything comely about Uniport. The School was dominated by useless 
cultists. The University became a fertile ground for academically 'neverdo- wells'. 
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But thanks be again to Prof ND Briggs the infatiguable and wise le~der!administrator who brought 
this school to her most famous state of glory. Now and today, Uniport ts notonly known in Nigeria and 
Africa but in the whole globe. People in different parts ofthe world can now talk well about Uniport in 
the Internet. 

1. The University of Port Harcourt is now accredited as the 'Best' in academic   
activities! curriculum assessment by the Nigerian Universities Commission (NUC). 

2. New departments have been created from existing departments in the eight (8) facilities of 
the University. 

3. Our CCE and the new SL T have been better positioned to meet the challenges ahead. 
4. A strong move was on ground to establish the facilities of Dentistry, Nursing and pharmacy to 

complement the existing programmes in the College of Health Sciences. But these 3 faculties 
became fully operational as Prof Don M. Baridam became VC. 

5. Vibrant/functional Graduate School, which is all embracing. 
6. Issuing of Certificates on graduating and signing of backlog of accumulated certificates very 

evident today. 
7. Uniport became the best among (7) best over four hundred Doctoral Thesis 

Certified/assessed by the Nigerian Universities Doctoral ThesisAssessment Scheme. 
8. Semester results were released within five (5) weeks after examinations; and can be 

assessed on-line. 
9. The most fascinating. in the establishment of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization (UNESCO) chair in our cultural heritage: 
10. The University Senate has disbanded the sales of handouts in order to encourage quality 

teachings. ' . 
11. The Direct Teaching Programme with its aids because very effective in Uniport through his 

Administration. 
12. Uniport was and is popularly believed to be the best in Medicine and Surgery, either by 

implication or in practice. 
13. Today UME admissions cut off point are the highest in Uniport. And entrance into this school 

has become very competitive. 

Structural/InfrastructuralAchievements 
Before Prof. N.D Briggs came on board as VC of Uniport, this school was beset with poor and 
dilapidated infrastructural facilities, poor illumination which unfortunately encouraged wicked, 
bloody and unwholesome acts. Scarcity of social amenities like water has always given rise to 
students' unrest and riotings on campus. Generating plants were very age stricken, outdated and 
never in working shape. 
Prof. ND Briggs assumed office and brought hope relief and succour back into the system. Hence, we 
were!are proud to associate ourselves with his achievements in the following areas. He extended 
power supply to midnight. Please "carry go" Sir. 

1. Recently commissioned Uniport Water Project by the Federal Government. 
2. ETF 120 bed spaces - a one storey building that is now completed. 
3. 800 KVAgenerating plant; provided by the Rivers State Government in use today. 
4. Construction of standard entrance gates for Delta and University parks by the  Bayelsa State 

Government. 
5. Rehabilitation and equipping of temporary Site (in Delta Park) for the Petroleum 

Institutesponsored by TotalfinaElf already completed and commissioned. 
6. Construction of N U GA Village (sports Arena) in University Park - a giant project now, 

completed. 
7. Elevation of 45,000 litres water Storage Tank in Choba Park- a completed project
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8. Building and Equipping of one Storey Complex for ICTC at Unipark sponsored by Shell 
Petroleum Development Company; with-more than 300 PC Systems and Lablop Computers. 

9. Clearing construction Permanent Site for the Institute of Petroleum' atEastWest Road - on 
, going. 

10. Two 1000 Seat lecture Halls built by ETF at Unipark. 
11. Construction of Standard Building to house the Basic Studies - yet to completed by Prof 

Don M. Baridam ' 
12. The Establishment of Choba -Uniport Community Bank Ltd (now U&C Micro Finance); as 

well as the completed work on the extension ofthe Bank at Nkpolu, Port Harcourt 
13. The University Advancement Office Stands there today. ,
14. Construction of English Studies House being sponsored by Rt. Hon. Rotimi Chibuike 

Ameachi
15. Building of structure to accommodate tne.centre ofExcellence in .Gas,' Engineering 
 Department.
16. Building of Information Technology Centre for the College of health Sciences. 
17. Completion of long abandoned professionals quarters (Duplex) where he lives today. 
18. Construction of the Standard Library complex -3 storey. This was completed by Prof Don 

M. Baridam's administration 
19. 60- Rooms Hostels. 
20. Construction of the University Auditorium at University Park. 

Security Networking 
Prof N.D Briggs has of late reframed the internal security system. He has itnproved the security. 
network of the three (3) campuses of the University. Today, we can have tight security and as such, 
lives and properties of students and staff are no longer in Jeopardy. Thank God Prof. Baridam is doing 
same equally.

The most fascinating effort was the employment of a trained and well read Chief security Officer. 
He has intensified the organization of the Man '0' War, Uniport Command. A Senate Security 
committee has been put also in place. 

And moreover, the 2003/2004 Students Union Government was reasoning in line with him to 
establish a Police Post in order to enhance Security Networking and maintain Peace on campus 
though this could not come to function.  

Public Relations 
Prof. N. D. Briggs has no doubts opened the way (many ways) and made this University to gain 
access in places we would not have gone in life. He has drawn and brought the presence of many 
multinational as well as International Foundations and Charity Organizations to Uniport . 

As if that was not enough the former Vice Chancellor has become a "progressive beggar" just to 
actualize his dreams for the Unique Uniport. He tirelessly worked towards establishing programming 
in Dentistry, Pharmacy and Nursing and complement editing programme of the College of Health 
Sciences. Thank God that the current VC completed these projects. Hence, Uniport now has 11 
facilities. And the most important of it all, he defiantly hosted the NUGA games before he bowed out 
from seat.  

So far, Prof. N. D. Briggs has competently raised the University of Port Harcourt from 'Grass to Glory. 
As for my humble self, Prof. Briggs remains my models for life. 

' 
Humbly submitted, 
PASTOR CHRIS ANELE 
(EX·PRESIDENT, SUG, UNIPORT) 
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Amongst your students in the last 34 or so years, I consider myself the luckiest of all. I cannot imagine 
that you are retiring from the University. It seems only yesterday, yet a little over two decades ago 
while in medical school one Sunday morning, when I was on call with you on Labour War~ at the old 
UPTH. 
There was a woman with Pregnancy induced hypertension and the teaching session after your ward 
round that Sunday was rigorous. By stroke of luck rather than genuine knowledge, I answered your 
questions correctly while two of my colleagues received your 'trademark dressing down' of those 
days. 

Much water has passed under the proverbial bridge. Our teacher-student, mentor-learner 
relationship has blossomed over the years into a father-son relationship. Permit me, for the sake of 
others to recall some memorable moments. 

Day 1 in Obstetrics & Gynaecology posting. You wore a white short-sleeve shirt, maroon-colbured tie, 
navy blue trousers and black shoes. As you welcomed us to your department, you distributed the 
training manual and instructed us to turn to Page 2. Someone flipped through the manual and was 
immediately rebuked and the class instructed to listen very carefully to instructions, else 'you will fail, 
and fail very well. ' 
'Is there anything you have seen, heard or read about in the last week which you do not understand? 
Please ask questions now or forever remain silent. 'This was your usual opening remark during 
didactic lectures which were always stimulating, well-prepared and full of memories. 

O & G was my favourite posting, I found a model teacher, leader and senior medical colleague in you 
and I had been elected President of Port Harcourt University Medical Students Association 
(PUMSA).Unfortunately, 0 &G was also the course I had a resit in. Soon after I passed the resist 
examinations, I led the students on a rare protest against the high failure rate in your department. 
That incident remains the only time we had different views on an issue. Even at that, I remember 
discussing our position with you and like the perfect gentleman you are, you wished us well as we 
took the matter beyond the College to the University Senate. You had no apologies for the results but 
had an explanation: 'If a doctor from UCH (Ibadan) messes up somewhere, his head is on the block. If 
one of you does the 
same, because ours is a young medical school, the whole school is written off as rubbish. That is why 
we, your teachers, must give you the best and push you all the way so that when you leave you will 
shine like a thousand stars. ' 

We all completed the 0 & G posting with fond memories of the great, the good and the not so good. 
We liked you, respected you and some feared you (not I, for obvious reasons) and O&G was the 
favourite posting for most members of the Class of '89 as documented in our Year Book. Interestingly, 
it was also the most dreaded posting! 22 years after spending six months under your direct 
supervision, we remain forever grateful to you for your uncompromising approach to the education 
of your students. It was invaluable foundation to self belief and academic excellence. 

Professor Nimi Briggs on his retirement 
My dear Prof, 
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In your farewell message to our class on 13 June 1989 you said, ' .... above all, you must continue in 

scholarship; for without this, you quickly "die" in Medicine.' These days of CMEs, POPs, appraisals, 

revalidation and recertification in some Western countries reflect words many spoken years ago. 

While I was working as a House Officer in ABU Teaching Hospital, Kaduna, you attended a conference  

there and remembered that one of your ex-students was working there. You looked for me and 

stopped by briefly to see how I was coping far away from home. 

As Provost of the College of Health Sciences, Uniport you had a vision to encourage and support 

medical alumni of the university to return as lecturers to the College. In your thinking, such people 

would have the greatest commitment to the future development of the medical school. That 

encouragement brought new direction in my life and I left the futureless life of a young medical 

graduate in private medical practice in Lagos, and started a postgraduate career in the College. 

As a lecturer in the College, I observed you take some difficult but brave decisions, one around staff- 

student relationships. When troubled times came to the University, you were called up as Acting VC 

and you did a great job there. 

You were the angel sent by God to introduce the British Chevening award application process to me in 

1997 following which I travelled to the UK for further studies. Unfortunately, I was not on ground to 

see firsthand, the tremendous work you carried out in the university but I had the opportunity to read 

the two books written on your stewardship. 

We have kept in touch over the years and those of us in UK were privileged to hold a reception in your 

honour at the Oval cricket ground in London, to celebrate your years as Obstetrician & Gynaecologist, 

College Provost and University VC. 

At your penultimate visit to Leeds, UK we visited the Thackray Medical Museum and I learnt fist hand 

some of your hopes forthe university, the medical school, the Rivers people and the Niger Delta. I'd 

like to flip the coin and talk about your achievements but I will leave that for your biographer and keep 

to my personal experience. I have learnt so much from you, first in the confines of classrooms and 

during bedside teaching. For these, I am forever grateful but I express my greatest thanks in the area 

of leadership. While working on a Masters dissertation, I discussed this exhaustively with you and I 

remember the parting short you gave, which was your summary to the question, 'What makes a good 

leader?' You said, 'Someone who does the right thing.' I have seen that in you in the last two decades. 

In the twilight of your days in frontline leadership, we were again talking about leadership and the 

work of John Maxwell during your last UK trip. You were very keen to read his books. I did not see even 

a hint of 'I have been a leaderfor many decades, what's there to learn again in leadership.' 

Dupe and the girls send their best wishes to you and madam. I pray that God gives you good health, 

long life as you channel more of your energy into wri~ng for the benefit of future generations. 

Knowing you, your fertile brain still has so much to offer the university and the medical community. 

You may retire but you will never be tired. You are my hero. 

Abiye Hector-Goma 

1 February 2009 
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t is sort of sad to hear that Prof Briggs would stop teaching! Why do I not want to accept 

this? I believe that it is because I suppose Prof Briggs will always remain a professor at his 

core, even after retirement. He is a great teacher, well known for his good command of I
the English language. I still remember his teaching and my early days at Uniport when I spent 

a few days in his house. On a personal level, he loves and adores his children and grand 

children- what a great daddy and grandpa! He also greatly admires his wife. I wish him the 

best of luck on his future endeavours and plans. May the good Lord be with him and his 

family! 

IsakiAfolabi (nee Darego), MBBS 

Class of 1989. 

USA. 

DearSir, 

Happy new year and best wishes for you and your family. I write to thank you for intimating 

us about your retirement and the plans lined up to mark the occasion. There is no doubt that 

you have served this country and Obstetrics & Gynaecology specialty very well. We clearly 

are very proud of you, particularly, those of us who grew up under your tutelage. 

I will certainly make this information available to our president, Dr Chief Tinuola Abiola-

Oshodi. Because the Council meeting is scheduled for 28th February and this activity comes 

up before then, I will discuss with principal officers and also make your mail available to 

SOGON members nationwide for participation in the programme. 

It is an honour for SOGON that our member who is retiring after meritorious service to 

his nation is being so recognised and being giving such a high profile reception with series 

of activities. I thank you for the honour you usually accord my office even though I was 

your student at undergraduate level. I am others should emulate your high sense of 

humility to the service of SOGON 

Please give my warmest regards toy your family 

Prof I. A. O. Ujah, mni 

Secretary General, SOGON 
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 One of our very senior colleagues, a former vice-chancellor, teacher of teachers of 
OB/GYN and a past Secretary General of SOGON, Professor Nimi D. Briggs is retiring from 
the services of the University of Port Harcourt this month. Aseries of activities have been 
lined up in his honour as he honourably retires. 

The programme of events is attached. 
He has requested the presence of as many SOGON members as possible, if not ALL 
SOGON members during the occasion. 

I have discussed with the President of SOGON, Chief Dr Mrs Tinuola Abiola-Oshodi and 
she has asked that I should request SOGON members to attend and participate actively in 
all the events as a mark of respect and honour to one of us who has devoted a large part 
of his life to the service of SOGON. 

There is no doubt that Professor Briggs deserves every respect and honour from us his 
colleagues on many grounds: (a) He served SOGON as Secretary-General dutifully, 
credibly and honestly and SOGON assumed a higher status when he was Secretary 
General, (b) As VC of University of Port Harcourt, he made SOGON proud by winning the 
best VC prize for exemplary leadership. (c) he has been an active participant 
in SOGON programs and activities and many more. 

I therefore, write on behalf of the President of SOGON to solicit for your cooperation by 
attending the valedictory events (ifhe were in the armed forces, we call it a Pul/-outofthe 
General, which Prof Briggs truly is, in academics) 

I am sure we shall all be there to grace the occasion and learn some lessons from a very 
senior colleague. 

Professor I. A. 0 Ujah, mni 
Secretary General, SOGON 

DEAR COLLEAGUES,

rofessor Nimi Briggs was the quintessential teacher that combined an analytical mind 
with an earthy humor. He had the rare gift of pushing his students to the limit without Pshoving them off the cliff. Without doubt, one of my best teachers. 

Uchenna Olekanma MD 
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MY DEAR PROF,
I heard that you're planning to retire, and write to congratulate you on a distinguished career. Your 
accomplishments will endure as an inspirational template for future generations in academic 
medicine. It was certainly a delight to have had lunch with you and Prof. Harrison at the Golf Prince in 
August (see attached pictures). I apologize for tile delay in getting back to you. Thank you also for 
giving me autographed copies of your memoirs as Vice Chancellor. I have devoured both books with 
relish, as I did Kelsey's Arduous Climb!! You and Kelsey have been beacons of light that blazed trails 
that enabled some of us to aspire to the aristocracy of the mind. 

May God guide your next phase of contribution to humanity! 

Please give my warmest regards to Data and the family. 
Sam Dagogo-Jack, MD, MBBS, FRCP, FACP
 
Professor of Medicine & Program Director 
Division of Endocrinology, Diabetes & Metabolism 
Director, Clinical Research Center 
University of Tennessee Health Science Center 
920 Madison Avenue, Suite 300A 
Memphis, TN 38163 
Tel: 901-448-1246 

Prof. Nimi Briggs has been my role model and cherished senior friend. 
CONGRATS to a great academic and professional giant of our time. 

Prof. Okay Ikpeze 

Professor Briggs has been a source of great inspiration to me, both as a student and as a physician. I 
remember his uncompromising expectation for excellence in the face of poor and obsolete medical 
facilities we had at UPTH. The medical school was in the infancy stages but there was respect for the 
OB/GYN staff because of the quality of the teaching staff, especially Professor Briggs. I will always 
remember him asking an errant student who was not paying attention to "wear sack cloth and pour 
ashes on your head and repeat I AM A FOOL!!!!!! ". As great a motivation as can be expected. He will 
be sorely missed. He will always have a house to go to in Florida as long as I am there. 
UchennaJohn Emenike MD, MBA, FAAP 

Clinical Faculty, Yale University of Medicine, New Haven, Connecticut 
Chief Medical Director, Internal Medicine and Pediatrics Associates ofTaliahassee
 
Assistant Clinical Professor of Medicine, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32308
 
No doubt he is an erudite professor. His scholarly tutelage contributed in no small measure to making 
some of us what we are today. I wish him everything he wishes for himself 

Chieke Udom ,MD 
Internal Medicine 
New York 
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Prof, 
Congratulations for leaving your foot prints on the sand of research, training and clinical 
practice within those eventful years. You may retire from the University but our College shall 
still need your services even in retirement. Please let me have the program as soon as it is 
ready. 
Best wishes! 

Bissallah. 

A true mentor and guiding light in the course of my career, Professor Nimi Briggs remains, 
forever an inspiration to all aspiring and accomplished individuals in the field of medicine. 
Numerous healthcare students and practitioners of all grades, patients, clients, children and 
their siblings, abound as a testament to the his noteworthy achievements in Obstetrics & 
Gynaecology, despite the ever present challenges of healthcare delivery. 

I salute him and in awe and respect. Sir your tireless efforts will no doubt continue, but 
please set aside time to savour a well earned rest. Well done! Your achievements will live on 
and grow from strength to strength through those whom you have nurtured. May God bless 
you and yours, Amen. 

Dr Ominini Harold Horsfall 
Consultant Radiologist, UK. 

DearSir, 

Congratulations on reaching another milestone in an illustrious career! Obviously we expect 
that you will continue to make meaningful contributions to medical education and health 
care in this country and beyond even after your official retirement. An emeritus 
professorship is something that should definitely be in the works in view of your 
monumental contributions to women's health in this country and other parts of the 
world. 

Thanks for being such a worthy role model for those of us who learnt so much from you 
as our teacher and mentor 

God bless you sir. 

Akinyinka Omigbodun 

raised from a very humble beginning, 
struggled through life's realities from the very start, 

with a firm unceasing toil and 
undivided attention he ascends the ladder, 

Alas the great achiever is done, 
adorned with assorted laurels. 

Viva Prof Nimi Briggs 

Nimi Briggs, 

Princess (Mrs.) Charity Achinivu 
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No amount of words would be apt to completely write about this colossus, I am therefore in just a 

brief sentence stating unequivocally that "NIMI BRIGGS - A Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology 

par excellence, a university administrator par excellence, a Knight of St. Christopher, holder of the 

national honour of Member of the Federal Republic, a Teacher par excellence, a family man par 

excellence, a man known through out the entire length and breath of the universe yet a community 

man par excellence, a lover of God Almighty, a public administrator par excellence, a determined, 

dedicated, committed and fearless workaholic(if there is any word like that) who was not deterred 

even after his release from his kidnappers, a good fellow, a father, a grandfather, an uncle. a cousin, a 

brother and a mentor to so many --- is a VERY GREAT MAN and will be GREATER" 

Sir Dr. Owunari A. Georgewill KSC 

FELICITATIONS 
On behalf of my entire family, I wish to use this unique opportunity to congratulate you on the 

occasion of your 65th Birthday celebration and your official retirement from pensionable Public 

Service in Nigeria University of Port Harcourt. 

You are a rare man created by God to advance the cause of humanity; a man of many parts; a 

responsible doctor; a great teacher; and an astute University Administrator, who never lacked to say 

"THANK YOU". 

I have known you as a bridge builder; Administrator of Last Resort; a wonderful counselor and a 

friend of all who have had opportunity to work with you. You have been a dependable boss, co-

worker, friend ana a brother. Your humble efforts in rejuvenating University of Port Harcourt are 

absolutely indelible. 

I am certain God has not finished using you for his purpose and hope this country and the world 

at large will tap on your vast intellectual and abundant experience in their effort to emancipate 

mankind frem hunger, disease and poverty. I wish you many, many successful years ahead and 

God's continued protection. 

Sir M.N.A. Ekeh (KSJ) 

TO MY TEACHER, MENTOR AND BROTHER! 

He taught me the art of medicine in ABU Zaria, class 1971 to 1976. Then, he was a bubbling British 

trained consultant and created quite an impression on us. We all wanted to be like him in all aspects! 

His command of the English Language exuded confidence and decency. My clinical practice today is 

very much influenced by his tutelage. I met him severally in his later years and he is still the 'Briggs' I 

knew- fwl! of life, sharp mind and approachable. I join you in celebrating a life well lived as a clinician, 

teacher, mentor, administrator and a poltician!! Congratulations and HAPPY BIRTH DAY!! 

Professor Sunday A Bwala MBBS, MRCP (UK), FRCP, FMCP, FAS 

Professor of Medicine (Neurology) 

College of Medical Sciences 

University of Maiduguri 

Maiduguri, Nigeria 

THE GENIUS NIMI BRIGGS 
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As a student I was in awe of Professor Nimi Dimkpa Briggs. He was told my class; if I teach you 
Obstetrics and Gynaecology and you do not understand, no one can make you understand the 
subject." At the time I, as indeed many of my classmates, considered it arrogant and conceited. I 
have since come to understand and accept that when you as good a teacher as Prof Briggs was, you 
were entitled to make such claims. Anyhow, I have not any occasion to dispute the claim. 

Prof Briggs had a unique way of teaching Obstetrics and Gynaecology and was an exemplar of 
everything good about our profession; an acute dress sense, brilliance, eloquence, integrity and a 
dogged pursuit of excellence. He was the only teacher I had who taught students how to be a doctor. 
He insisted that students dressed appropriately and would criticize colour combinations of shirt and 
trousers or choice of neck ties he felt were not becoming of a doctor. Prof Briggs would also criticize 
your grammar and diction. He insisted that students be punctual to class and that they participated 
actively in the management of patients. 

His ward rounds were dreaded by students but were grand educational ceremonies. They were such 
that nothing else happened on the wards while Prof Briggs was conducting a round. All nurses, from 
matron to student nurse, students, house officers and residents will gather and wait for his arrival, 
following Which the ward doors were closed. He saw every patient on the ward for teaching 
purposes and took the presentation of the cases from students rather than house officers. He asked 
questions of every one and would tongue-lash you for a wrong or worse, stupid answer. He once told 
a classmate of mine to pack his things and go home and when his parents asked, to tell them his 
teacher said he did not know anything. Predictably, the fellow was depressed for a few days and then 
went about preparing for the next round in order to redeem his image. To be considered "good" by 
Prof Briggs was a vote of confidence more precious than the Nigerian National Merit Award. You 
were envied by your classmates, and needed to commit a grievous error to fail the clinical 
examination in O & G.
 
Many people considered his style humiliating but effective. As the bible says; "when a man's ways 
are pleasing to the Lord, He shall make even his enemies to be at peace with him." He made a lot of 
enemies among students for his style of teaching and for insistence on such a high standard. 
However, I know of no alumnus of the University of Port Harcourt College of Health Sciences who 
does not speak in glowing terms about his training in 0& G. Professor N D Briggs was an exceptional 
teacher and arguably the best I had. 

I will like on behalf of myself and all my classmates (Class of 1991) to wish Prof N D Briggs, a very 
happy life in retirement and success in whatever endeavour he decides to undertake post-
retirement. May God continue to bless and keep him and his family, and grant'him health and peace! 

Dr Iyeopu Minakiri Siminialayi 
Acting Head, Department of Pharmacology, 
Faculty of Basic Medical Sciences, 
University of Port Harcourt 
 

Prof N. D. Briggs 
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efore mid 1986, my classmates and I who were the third set (1981) of the Medical School in 
the University of Port-Harcourt heard so much about this enigma called Nimi Briggs. We Bequally saw him many times walking past within the temporary site of the Hospital in giant 

steps and mien. In great fear and awesome admiration, we greeted him.
 
By mid 1986, our closer contact became inevitable. Our fears heightened and our desire for 
knowledge began to prosper. Our first day in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology was a 
baptism of fire as this young and brilliant man appeared before us and released to us the ten (10) 
commandments of dos and don'ts in his Department. We were told that it was not too late to decide 
whether we wanted to be doctors or not. 

In his usual immaculate white short-sleeved shirt with a matching pair of trousers and a tie, he 
emphasized about dressing, attitude to studies, to patients, to other staff, nurses and doctors. He 
warned of the consequences of misconduct of any kind. 

He showed great aversion for indolence and shallow or lack of knowledge. The 3 months spent during 
this posting was like 3 years. The volume of work done, volume of knowledge acquired and volume of 
ethics understood were amazing. He never rescheduled his lectures and was always there in time to 
deliver them. Professorial lectures even when he was yet to be pronounced one. He cared for his 
students, patients other staff, colleagues and the labour wards with passion. 

Prof. Briggs could appear in the wards at 2.00am to ask about the state of the patient from the 
students on ward posting. My encounter with him on a certain Sunday morning (2.00am) while on 
labour ward posting has remained indelible in my memory. We were 5 students on call that fateful 
day but suddenly 3 left to have some rest. Suddenly he appeared and called;" Princewill where are 
the rest of you?" My voice quivered and my lower limbs could no longer carry me. I summoned 
courage and responded "Sir, they have just gone to have some rest." Quickly, he now requested to 
know about the patients in labour . 
This I was able to do to his admiration. Thereafter he took two of us to see whether the other 3 
were truly resting. Unfortunately, they were no where to be seen. Of course they reported 
themselves the next day and where taught how to conduct themselves while on sacred postings. 

As the President of the Port Harcourt University Medical Students Association (PUMSA) I saw it an 
uphill task to reach Prof. for a permission to hold our Health Week Programme. However, I 
recalled that his clear perception of me as a serious and knowledgeable student was a plus, I 
walked up to him one 

A RARE ICON A COllOSUS THAT 
BESTRODE OUR ACADEMIC SPHERE
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afternoon in company of my close confidant, brother and an associate Abiye Hector-Goma, 
then the Assistant Secretary General. He was in one of the side rooms in the gynae ward 
which served as an office. We knocked and were asked in. He asked "what is the matter"? 
And I said "Sir, we intend to hold our Health Week in two weeks time and request an approval 
for a few lecture free days." To my amazement, he granted us this prayer. 
Each day, we understood him better. He truly hated emptiness of mind and was determined 
to infuse knowledge to uninformed minds. My first posting as a house officer was in 0 & G 
and I served under him and my knowledge widened while my confidence increased before 
this man whose appetite for knowledge has remained 'fastidious'. If I have ever offended 
him, I know that it must have been my choice of any other specialization other than 0 & G. 
Prof. Nimi Briggs has remained a path finder, mentor, inspiration, hope, source of joy and 
confidence for me and may others. 

His ascension to the post of the Vice Chancellor of University of Port Harcourt was predicted 
long before it happened. His contributions as the Vice Chancellor resurrected the culture of 
academic excellence. 

Indeed, he is a man of many excellent parts, with outstanding leadership qualities, 
demonstrated at all times. He remains an astute teacher, distinguished scholar, impeccable 
surgeon, consummate orator and an administrator per excellence. 

Dear Sir, many wish to be like you, many are beginning to be like you and a few are already 
like you. Our resolve to maintain your legacy is without repentance. Many thanks for all you 
have been to us. Your beloved student, 

Dr. Princewill C. Stanley

  
Today's occasion is an opportunity to honour a detribalized great man for his contribution 
to many and the university community as a whole. 

lam honoured to have served under his leadership, as the University of Port Harcourt Orator 
and the first Head of Department of the Department of Fine Art and Designs, University of 
Port Harcourt. 

He was indeed a leader in the true sense of the word and today as always, I wish him the very 
best in the golden years of his life.

TRIBUTE TO 
PROFESSOR NIMI BRIGG

DEPT OF FINE ARTS AND DESIGN 
UNIVERSITY OF PORT HARCOURT 

DR. BRIDGET NWANZE 
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Prof. E. J. Alagoa 

Prof. A. Ajienka 

Dr. B. O. N. Nwanze 

Prof. Blessing Oidia 

Prof. Mark Anikpo 

Obari Gomba 

Chris A. Tamuno 

Olayinka Ajala 

J. B. Akingba 

Orishejolonu Thomas 

Dr. O. B. Musa 

Dr. J.~. Akingba 

Dr. Effiong 

Dr. U. M. Idster 

E. A. Elebute 

A. O. Adedoyin 

Dr. F. C. Otati 

Prof. Tony Arinze 

Dr. J. T. Agberia 

Prof. Peter Okebukola 

Prof. O. O. Adetoro 

Dr. Ibrahim Wada 

Pastor Chris Anele 

Prof. C. T. John 

Dr. Isaka Afolabi (nee 

Dareqo) 

Prof. I. A. O. Ujah 

Dr. Uchenna Olakanma 

Prof. S. B. Fakae 

Prof. Okey Ikpeze 

Dr. Chieke Udam 

Bissallah 

Dr. Orninini Harold 

Horsefqll 

Aklnyinka Omigbodun 

Sir Dr. Owunari A. 

GeQrgewill 

Sir M. N. A Ekeh 

Prof. Sunday Bwala 

Dr. Princewill Stanley 

Prof. Atolabi Ojo 
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It has become obvious to me that two heads are better than ne. It is also aptly 

right to say that one does not lift a heavy load with ease ont the head without 

some assistance. It is for this reason that I say a big thank you to all those who 

assisted me in putting facts together in this book. 

My deepest appreciation to Prof Nimi and his wife Data Briggs who allowed me 

into their home to use their treasured photos and materials. To have been 

opportune to write about his career excellence was a rare privilege as this sets a 

pace for other valedictory celebrations in the University of Port Harcourt.

 

I thank in a special way Prof Joseph Ajeinka with whom I muted the plan to 

celebrate Nimi Briggs. He helped me to refine my ideas through his enormous 

advice and guidance.  

I also wish to thank Prof Nasiru, Prof. Alagoa, Favour, Muyiwa, Pamela, 

Johnson, Abigail and the many kind and dedicated individuals for their insightful 

advice. To Bello Olatunde my printer I say kudos for his untiring, patience and expertise. 

To my colleagues in the Department of Fine Art and Design and members of the 

Society of Nigerian Artist I say thanks for their unfailing support. 

I offer my heartfelt thanks to my husband and children Isy, Kachi, Ugo and Ngo, for their 

support. 

Finally, I thank GOD, the King of Kings, for His inspiration and sustenance. 
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